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Hastily got up riotgear? Spring "80. This photograph Hash-Zy got up H-or gear?
appeared ll’! The Times next to an article on the number
of police held down by the Hadfield picket in Sheffie
during the steel strike. e

Id Riot weekJuly ’8l.

 

question in Britain. He was appalled that the RUC could do
nothing to police the Ulster Workers strike of 1974 and the
lessons he learnt in N. Ireland may turn out to be damn all
use. Still tactics developed in Northern Ireland were deployed
in the first major incident of 1982 in Notting Hill Gate
London. It looked for a brief ten minutes as if the police had
withdrawn killing the momentary rush of blood with
boredom. Then in they came the heavy mob - the first real
engagemement of the ‘immediate response units’ modelled on
similar units in N. Ireland. Within minutes it was all over bar
the cleaning up. -

However, the authorities weren’t suddenly in the summer
of 1981 prepared to throw away the last remaining distinctly
British approaches to policing. Assistant Commissioner, Pat
Kavanagh (New Standard, July 20, ’8 l) said: ‘It is the public
and the press who have been ahead of us in demanding things
like water cannon and better shields’ and McNee, the then
London Police Commissioner declared he was opposed to a
French-style riot police. It was left, perhaps inevitably to Jim
Jardine, chairman of the Police Federation (the coppers’ I
union) to get really heavy, sinking £30,000 in an advertising
campaign calling for the restoration of capital punishment.
However with the exception of the‘ police murder of David
Mower in Liverpool, run over repeatedly by a landrover both
sides tacitly drew the line at killing. It was fit and right to bash
each other’s skulls in and set coppers alight. But when it came
to actually killing each other, a deep-rooted ‘civic’ respect for
human life was intangibly present in the fiery street air.

LAUGHING POLICEMEN? I
During riot week the police force was stretched to breaking
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point. On the first night of rioting in Moss Side, Manchester’s
Chief Cop didn’t favour, as he claimed, the cool approach. He
literally didn’t have enough police to deal with the rioters
because many had been called away to the battle for Liver-
pool. Sir Robert Mark had to admit, ‘in all but the biggest
forces some hours will inevitably elapse before a reserve force
can be concentrated to deal with an unforeseen emergency’
(The Observer, July 12th, ’8 l).

Although the riot movement spent itself within ten days, at
the end of that time the police were knackered. Constantly on
duty or on immediate recall, many collapsed in tears with the
strain, some even falling asleep on their riot shields. As a factor
contributing to yet further demoralisation this will in future
have to be born in mind. It is for instance already claimed that
police turnover in the UK on account of crack up is higher
than in any other profession. Why‘? Surely it’s because they’re
constantly deployed against demonstrations, mass pickets and
flying pickets and this deeply troubles those cops who still
have some shreds of humanity left. In fact during the riots,
strains within the force were beginning to show. On the one
hand carpet slippered Inspectors and Chief Constables safely
tucked away inctheir plush bunkers, on the other, the ordinary
copper dead on his feet, the target of endless flack.

r To keep up their spirits, the cops in Liverpool joked about
this. One cop had finally snapped and taking to his heels had
collapsed in a doorway. ‘On your feet lad’ he heard a voice
saying. ‘Sorry Sarge’ he replied, ‘I just couldn’t take it any
more.’ ‘You mean Inspector’ came the reply. The huddled
figure looked up. ‘Blimey’, he said, ‘I didn’t know I’d run this
far back.’ .

That beery, red-faced old time British institution the J
laughing policeman never had to joke like this before.

‘it

The Strangled Embrace
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The rioters caused the Pound to fall something only
powerful sectors ofthe working class have succeeded in doing.
But there was no instance of rioters directly calling on the
employed working class to join in, bringing the strike weapon
into play. The bridge must somehow be made and employed
and unemployed must be prepared to meet each other over a
pint of home brew, maybe a box of matches and a cement
mixer. Although the riots were more destructive and extensive
than those in France in May ’68, they lacked the clarity of the
French insurgents and when the smoke cleared there were no
occupied factories to be seen.

In the nights of rioting, a spontaneous coming together,
particularly in the Northern cities was definitely a distinct,
if distant possibility. Rioting took place next to industrial
complexes in cities like Manchester and Hull. Moss Side isn’t
that far from the wound down industrial estate of Trafford
Park (still amazingly the biggest in Europe) and tactically it
might have been better to go there than suggest moving on to
loot the Arndale center situated in Manchester’s city center.

In Leeds, a fatigued police force could have been pushed
back over a mile or so of industrial old bones and planning
blight separating the city centre from Chapeltown. However
Leeds is the commercial and financial capital of the region,
insulated even in the ’30s from the surrounding catastrophic
levels of unemployment, so it is unlikely the rioters would
have met with a ready response. (Incidently in Chapeltown
a sex shop was torched and flaming rubber dollies floated into
the warm night air é although it wasn’t quite women’s lib
because many other commodities were coming in for the sam_e
treatment.)

In the south the action in towns like High Wycombe and
the Medway towns in Kent wasn’t really bigh enough to make
any immediate impact on industrial workers. And London is
so vast and disparate and so unlike any other English city that
comparisons are futile.

THE MERSEY BEAT 20 YEARS ON
LIVERPOOL 8 — COPPERS 0

If the Old Bill were petrified in London, in Liverpool the
scuffers got the hiding of their lives. Friction with the police
is not new in Liverpool. Some 20 years ago, it was said the
police were -more like an army of occupation. It was said that

_the three worst police forces in Britain were Belfast, Birming-
ham and Liverpool.

The Scuffers conventionally refer to Liverpool youth as
‘the bucks’. This does not necessarily refer to anyone who has

-a reputation for violence. It means common. In its widest
sense it refers to accent, dress and general life style. It is a term.
of pure class contempt and most likely to be used by people
from the upper working class and lower middle from whom
most police recruits are drawn. They are the people most
anxious toldisassociate themselves from those elements in the

working class they see as not respectable. Thus justifies a
permanent open season on them.

This applies to young whites but blacks are treated with
evengreater contempt. Here racism compounds class contempt.
Because of the high level of petty crime in Liverpool 8, the
police follow the usual pattern and regard all youth as criminal
elements and because they regard them as a lower form of
life any sort of brutality and harrassment is justified. As one
kid put it: ‘we hate them and they hate us, it’s as simple as
that’.

Conditions in Liverpool ‘the Bermuda triangle of British
Capitalism’ and the particular nature of the Liverpool police
have combined to produce the most intense urban violence
on mainland Britain since the 18th century. P

Many youths involved in the riots had been involved in
mugging anybody from old age pensioners to Liverpool
dockers with the Thurday night wages packets in their pockets.
There’s no point in pretending otherwise. Attacking any busi-
ness is commendable but unfortunately people living above
the row of shops in Lodge Lane were also burnt out. They
deserved better than this. However neither in Liverpool or
Brixton did people whose places had been burnt down show
any animosity to the rioters. They seemed to sense the
rioters were merely poking the fire. One member of the
Liverpool 8 Defense Committee accused top cop Ken Oxford
of incompetence in not have police at hand to prevent ‘the
buning of our Lodge Lane’. Our feeling is that this person was
pretty ashamed of what happened in Lodge Lane but preferring
not to grasp the nettle tried to shift the blame.

This negative emphasis was all The Guardian could see
bemoaning a lack of class consciousness which would have
stamped on that paper if it had been fully matured. ‘Surveying
the scene, counting the costs, the saddest thing is that the
victims of much of the destruction were ordinary citizens of
the area. Though a couple of chain stores were attacked most ot
the shops destroyed or looted were owned by local people
living on the premises and struggling to make a living. If the
riots had had a political character one might have expected
a more direct attack on the symbols of capitalism. Capitalism
has destroyed the social order in the inner cities but no real
class identity has emerged.’ . I

Traditional, smug, self satisifed such is The Guardian
and contrary to their opinion (which was later corrected by
a concerned academic) some of the targets were consciously
selected and for good reasons. The Racquets Club was torched
because as one black youth said, ‘My father used to tell me
it was where the judges went to dine after they had sent black
people to prison. It is like a hotel for the people who run
Liverpool’. An antique furniture warehouse was burnt out
owned by Swainback a former Tory councillor who had shown
hostility to black youth in the area. One youth questioned
by a radio reporter while the riot was in progress said, there
was no reason for anyone to be frightened. ‘We do not hit



family homes’ ‘What about the garage on the corner, people
work there’ -- ‘Yeah but they don’t own the place, it’s owned J
by Shell’.

And Liverpool 8 has a strong and close family structure
and as any Liverpudlian knows ‘Me Mam’ is a much loved and
respected figure. A Daily Star journalist said a child hurling,
bricks stopped to ask the time. ‘Eh! —- l’ll have to get home
soon. Me mam will kill me if I’m late’. Parents also tend to
stay solid with their children whatever they do. A Sunday
Times report on Kirkby a few years ago mentioned a youth '
who had been arrested a number of times for vandalism. When '
asked what his parents thought about it, he simply shrugged
his shoulders and said ‘me mam loves me’.  

One of us spoke to a middle aged woman in Sefton Park
at the start of the anti-Ken Oxford march. She was not going
on the march herself but said: ‘l’ve got a g-erl who’s terrible
militant. l’ve brought her cardy down ‘case she catches cold’.
A good example of family disintegration as feared by the
Tories if ever there was one. These comments are not intended
as a defense of the family; it is simple the case of Liverpool 8
that the family does not conform to the nice respectable r
middle class ideals of Jill Knight, Tory MP for Edgbaston who
was much moved at the time of the riots to say: ‘The family
has been derided, debased and weakened by trendy permissive-
ness but it is the cornerstone on which a nation’s strength
rests. In a good and loving family a child learns unselfishness
responsible and respect for other people’s property. He ‘
loves his parents, cares about making them proud of him and
is strongly deterred from behaviour which will distress or
disgrace them’.

Above and beyond all the issues and separations, in
Liverpool there’s the irrepressible scouse humour which adds
real spice to all proletarian revolt there. After the riots a
scuffer stopped and searched a kid and found a brick in his
pocket. The kid came back . . . ‘that’s not a brick officer
but a deposit to put down on a telly.’ Although thisjoke
was born in the Liverpool riot, it rapidly found its way into
northern club-land humour and finally wound up as a TV
crack on a fairly sentimental Alan Bleasdale TV documentary
on Liverpool a few months later. Ripped off, from its source,
only to improve the image of Bleasdale’s hip populism as
smart alec playwright.

A MERSEYBEAT SOVIET?
What happened in Liverpool during the early hours on ‘

Monday July 4th amounted to the geatest missed opportunity
industrial Britain has probably known. The police were clearly
losing the battle. The rioters were moving towards the main
arteries of communications (Lime Street Pierhead the
Mersey Tunnerl")-flaerfivby l,000’s and l,00’0’s of wofkers. If the
police in terror of their lives hadn’t fired CS gas around dawn
contact would undoubtedly have been established between the
rioters and early morning shift workers. Camaraderie between
employed and unemployed is more out in the open in
Liverpool than in any other English city and the explosive
ingredient of an aroused working class might well have proved
near lethal. To then have gone on to loot, even arm in arm, the
shopping precinct on the site of the old St J ohn’s Market
would have been a diversion. With the police utterly beaten
and disarmed, the entire city would have lain at their feet. A
local ‘soviet’ unique in the history of soviets might well have
materialised. It would have thrown into the public forum in no
uncertain manner issues like the break-up of thejamily, the
right of kids and tiny tots to self determination, the refusal
and growing irrelevance of work + all issues which were hardly
present in the past experience of soviets. Considering the
galvanic effect of the riot on the rest of Britain this example
could easily have been followed elsewhere. The day this
happens (or something like it) revolt is turning into revolution.

During the riots there had been limited examples of work-
ing class intervention. The fire brigade in Liverpool refused
to intervene ‘against the community’ and allow their hoses
to be used by the police. Like fire brigades elsewhere, they
had been stoned by the rioters. It says something for their
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class consciousness that lo cal fire brigades refused to become,
under intense provocation, an arm of the-police force. Also
even in the thick of the fiercest rioting on Upper Parliament
St rioters talked to ambulancemen and made a truce with
the police so that old people could be evacuated from the
Princess Park geriatric hospital next door to the burning
Racquets Club. (Later it was discovered that some of the old
people’s lockers had been looted.) This inexcusable and pathetic
incident was not in the least typical of the riots and a saddening
reminder of just how maimed people have become under the
necro weight of capitalist dominated daily life.

In the months prior to July 1981, strikes in Liverpool
had been at an unusually low ebb. Still Liverpool dockers
would have been returning to working on that glorious Monday
morning after a ritualised 24 hours union strike over manning
levels. The warehouses adjacent to Toxteth where they once
worked are now empty awaiting conversion into a museum,
leisure center or luxury flats (no doubt on Man Power Services
Commission grants). The majority of dockers are now employ-
ed in the countainer port of Seaforth down the Mersey estuary
but they still meet in the stadium in the city centre.

-Later in the week, Thatcher had the cheek to foist the
blame for the high levels of local unemployment on the
Liverpool working class. This lady really is for burning. It
wasn’t the coolest thing to say and’ for the second time in a
week the Liverpool working class didn’t respond in a fitting
manner even though they are quite steadfast in their belief
that capitalism is running Merseyslide into the ground.

‘ALL THE PEACE MAKERS TURNED I
LAW OFFICERS’

On the Monday night social workers finished what CS
gas had started the night before. The Merseyside Commun-
ity Relations Council toured the riot areas in vans with loud-
hailers lent by the police asking the crowds to go home. Home
to what? At best telly, a spliff, a few cans of ale, at worst
to desperation, tranquillisers and endless numbing bed. This
mockery of what real community relations could be was no r
different from the united appeal of Liverpool church leaders. S
Considering that social work arose out of churchrelief in
exchange for humbling penitence it is hardly surprising. As for
the Anglican Bishop of Liverpool, the Rev D. Sheppard, that
oh so understanding liberal, ex England cricketer, he would
do well to ruminate on the rioters transcendence of cricket
outlined in Brixton later in the week when cricket bats looted
from sports stores were used to spar with police batons.

STREET FIGHTING MAN......... ..
The rioters were very well organised. Within the space of a

few hours, the rioters became skilled and tactical street fighters
inventing techniques as they went along. In Liverpool, they
covered the road with oil between barricades which could then
be covered with petrol and torched once the police had made
a successful assault in the first barricade. At the same time
people made petrol bombs in the back of vans as they travell-
ed around the cities. ln Nottingham, Inspector Colin Sheppard
was moved in awe to say..‘there was no end to the imagination
of the mob used to vent their feelings on the police’ (Daily '
Telegraph July 14th l98l) adding, they were ‘Nottingham’s
blackest ever days’. ’

......... ..PLUS RADIO AND CB
The use of radio as a guerilla medium has been a new and

all but unprecedented speciality of insurrectionary revolts
over the last few years — in particular Italy 1977 and Britain
1981. In both countries come the moment of revolt radio
broadcasts in Italy and CB intercom in Britain were snapped
back into focus. Trouble in the streets halted the drift ‘into
merely being exotic, ear-catching supplements to the establ-
ished news media and run of the mill telephone conversations.

The Mao-Dadaist ‘Radio Alice’ in Bologna had;any number
of taped ‘subversive’ cultural infils combining music, poetry I
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programmes. It is a well known fact more commercial radio
stations play top l0 hits during peak hours to harness
listeners. But during the Bolognese events the cultural bull-
shit (a mixture of commedia dell’arte, cultish ‘artistic’ parallels
drawn from the Russian Revolution and mind blowing illusions
about multi-millionaire pop musicians) was laid aside and the
radio station used to inform insurgents of police manouvers.

Technically CB has more democratic potential. It is also a
transmitter as well as a receiver. With radio programmes there
;is a greater editorial control. A flick of a switch and a caller is
cut off mid sentence. And it is never possible to instantly
canvas listeners for their opinion on the matter.

The use of CB during the riots must also be linked to the
mobility of the rioters. They came in from miles around to
the riots hot spots even utilising car hire firms. In London
home-made transmitters needing only a modicum of electron-
ics know-how to construct interrupted Capital Radio and
LBC with messages like..’ This is a warning: there’s going to
be a riot on the Kings Road.’ As a spokesman for the Indep-
endant Broadcasting'Authority said, ‘there is absolutely noth-
ing we can do about it.’ Thrs development does seem to

suggest infinite possibilities. Like jamming broadcasts with
material transmitted from the back of moving vans making
it doubly difficult for Home Office radio spies to pin them
down. _

This dismantling of the State monopoly of the airwaves
carries its own penalties. Assuming CB does become accessible
to everyone what’s to stop police and other authorities listen-
ing in and becoming as proficient as anyone else in CB jive?
As a consequence of the riots and many related incidents
the police are now being told to learn the ‘language’. This is
why CB glossaries and dictionaries ‘are self defeating because
‘CB’ must constantly be on the move if it is to retain its
subversive potential. But always being one step ahead could
easily result in the total privatisation of the language. In this
event opposite extremes meet because CB was fast becoming
anyway a ‘safe’ one up exchange of unfathomable secret
codes. As one enthusiast put it ‘If I’m talking to someone on
CB and he’s using the slang words I don’t know he might
as well-be talking Serbo Croat for the good it will do our
conversation’ (letter to CB magazine).

To overcome this, close networks of friends who have
been told beforehand of changes in handles could become
important. On a Warwickshire council estate recently a rent
.ollector had failed time after time to gain admission to
-... usenolds owing back rent. Eventually someone snitched. A

Rigs had been installed in flats to warn tenants of his approach.
Now the rent collector has been equipped with his own CB
so he can also pick up any advance warning. Next time he
won’t be put off by people pretending not to answer_,the
door. But it’s possible to get everi.’By inventing a secret code’
know’ri only to trusted tenants the rent collector will be
thrown off the scent. ' ‘A

Though now legal there are well over in millionillegal CB r
radios in the UK broadcasting on forbidden wave bands. The
government has outlawed them claiming they block vital
messages which for instance hamper ambulances from function-
ing properly. This may on occasion have happened but the
converse is also true that in the event of an accident, heart
failure etc, help might arrive snout?-T.

No-behind concern " " ‘Ir? '""~'1**-'i~ -wort’ tlwue was '1 real
fear CR ‘creeks Wig‘??? lalfick "‘”“ 'ji-;: "dit~~= -~-is .,*[3t3I-’k6L1 I’O1‘

': -~ re oonce recently -vtorvo ...raore for some
‘ime to alert the rite origade to save a factory from burning
down. Theirradios had been blocked by a breaker calling
himself ‘Yankee Bucket Mouth’. Later it was discovered the
fire’Iiad been caused by an arsonist. ‘Yankee Bucket Mouth’?
The police weren’t sure but ‘YBM’ had better sign off double
quick.

There’s plenty new under thesun but CB lingo when used
for subversive ends renews in London a much older tradition
I‘ccant1_1TiT|g the forgotten essence of cockney rhyming slang.

':e davs of the much feared London mob in the 17th and
and comment that were used as sandwiching between phone-in ‘ ’ tury,uovcrnme” spies were sent into proletarian

ii

quarters to earwig. The quick witted cockneys improvised a
constantly amended parallel language to avoid unwelcome
eavesdropping.
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family homes’ ‘What about the garage on the corner, people
work there’ -- ‘Yeah but they don’t own the place, it’s owned J
by Shell’.

And Liverpool 8 has a strong and close family structure
and as any Liverpudlian knows ‘Me Mam’ is a much loved and
respected figure. A Daily Star journalist said a child hurling,
bricks stopped to ask the time. ‘Eh! —- l’ll have to get home
soon. Me mam will kill me if I’m late’. Parents also tend to
stay solid with their children whatever they do. A Sunday
Times report on Kirkby a few years ago mentioned a youth '
who had been arrested a number of times for vandalism. When '
asked what his parents thought about it, he simply shrugged
his shoulders and said ‘me mam loves me’.  

One of us spoke to a middle aged woman in Sefton Park
at the start of the anti-Ken Oxford march. She was not going
on the march herself but said: ‘l’ve got a g-erl who’s terrible
militant. l’ve brought her cardy down ‘case she catches cold’.
A good example of family disintegration as feared by the
Tories if ever there was one. These comments are not intended
as a defense of the family; it is simple the case of Liverpool 8
that the family does not conform to the nice respectable r
middle class ideals of Jill Knight, Tory MP for Edgbaston who
was much moved at the time of the riots to say: ‘The family
has been derided, debased and weakened by trendy permissive-
ness but it is the cornerstone on which a nation’s strength
rests. In a good and loving family a child learns unselfishness
responsible and respect for other people’s property. He ‘
loves his parents, cares about making them proud of him and
is strongly deterred from behaviour which will distress or
disgrace them’.

Above and beyond all the issues and separations, in
Liverpool there’s the irrepressible scouse humour which adds
real spice to all proletarian revolt there. After the riots a
scuffer stopped and searched a kid and found a brick in his
pocket. The kid came back . . . ‘that’s not a brick officer
but a deposit to put down on a telly.’ Although thisjoke
was born in the Liverpool riot, it rapidly found its way into
northern club-land humour and finally wound up as a TV
crack on a fairly sentimental Alan Bleasdale TV documentary
on Liverpool a few months later. Ripped off, from its source,
only to improve the image of Bleasdale’s hip populism as
smart alec playwright.

A MERSEYBEAT SOVIET?
What happened in Liverpool during the early hours on ‘

Monday July 4th amounted to the geatest missed opportunity
industrial Britain has probably known. The police were clearly
losing the battle. The rioters were moving towards the main
arteries of communications (Lime Street Pierhead the
Mersey Tunnerl")-flaerfivby l,000’s and l,00’0’s of wofkers. If the
police in terror of their lives hadn’t fired CS gas around dawn
contact would undoubtedly have been established between the
rioters and early morning shift workers. Camaraderie between
employed and unemployed is more out in the open in
Liverpool than in any other English city and the explosive
ingredient of an aroused working class might well have proved
near lethal. To then have gone on to loot, even arm in arm, the
shopping precinct on the site of the old St J ohn’s Market
would have been a diversion. With the police utterly beaten
and disarmed, the entire city would have lain at their feet. A
local ‘soviet’ unique in the history of soviets might well have
materialised. It would have thrown into the public forum in no
uncertain manner issues like the break-up of thejamily, the
right of kids and tiny tots to self determination, the refusal
and growing irrelevance of work + all issues which were hardly
present in the past experience of soviets. Considering the
galvanic effect of the riot on the rest of Britain this example
could easily have been followed elsewhere. The day this
happens (or something like it) revolt is turning into revolution.

During the riots there had been limited examples of work-
ing class intervention. The fire brigade in Liverpool refused
to intervene ‘against the community’ and allow their hoses
to be used by the police. Like fire brigades elsewhere, they
had been stoned by the rioters. It says something for their
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class consciousness that lo cal fire brigades refused to become,
under intense provocation, an arm of the-police force. Also
even in the thick of the fiercest rioting on Upper Parliament
St rioters talked to ambulancemen and made a truce with
the police so that old people could be evacuated from the
Princess Park geriatric hospital next door to the burning
Racquets Club. (Later it was discovered that some of the old
people’s lockers had been looted.) This inexcusable and pathetic
incident was not in the least typical of the riots and a saddening
reminder of just how maimed people have become under the
necro weight of capitalist dominated daily life.

In the months prior to July 1981, strikes in Liverpool
had been at an unusually low ebb. Still Liverpool dockers
would have been returning to working on that glorious Monday
morning after a ritualised 24 hours union strike over manning
levels. The warehouses adjacent to Toxteth where they once
worked are now empty awaiting conversion into a museum,
leisure center or luxury flats (no doubt on Man Power Services
Commission grants). The majority of dockers are now employ-
ed in the countainer port of Seaforth down the Mersey estuary
but they still meet in the stadium in the city centre.

-Later in the week, Thatcher had the cheek to foist the
blame for the high levels of local unemployment on the
Liverpool working class. This lady really is for burning. It
wasn’t the coolest thing to say and’ for the second time in a
week the Liverpool working class didn’t respond in a fitting
manner even though they are quite steadfast in their belief
that capitalism is running Merseyslide into the ground.

‘ALL THE PEACE MAKERS TURNED I
LAW OFFICERS’

On the Monday night social workers finished what CS
gas had started the night before. The Merseyside Commun-
ity Relations Council toured the riot areas in vans with loud-
hailers lent by the police asking the crowds to go home. Home
to what? At best telly, a spliff, a few cans of ale, at worst
to desperation, tranquillisers and endless numbing bed. This
mockery of what real community relations could be was no r
different from the united appeal of Liverpool church leaders. S
Considering that social work arose out of churchrelief in
exchange for humbling penitence it is hardly surprising. As for
the Anglican Bishop of Liverpool, the Rev D. Sheppard, that
oh so understanding liberal, ex England cricketer, he would
do well to ruminate on the rioters transcendence of cricket
outlined in Brixton later in the week when cricket bats looted
from sports stores were used to spar with police batons.

STREET FIGHTING MAN......... ..
The rioters were very well organised. Within the space of a

few hours, the rioters became skilled and tactical street fighters
inventing techniques as they went along. In Liverpool, they
covered the road with oil between barricades which could then
be covered with petrol and torched once the police had made
a successful assault in the first barricade. At the same time
people made petrol bombs in the back of vans as they travell-
ed around the cities. ln Nottingham, Inspector Colin Sheppard
was moved in awe to say..‘there was no end to the imagination
of the mob used to vent their feelings on the police’ (Daily '
Telegraph July 14th l98l) adding, they were ‘Nottingham’s
blackest ever days’. ’

......... ..PLUS RADIO AND CB
The use of radio as a guerilla medium has been a new and

all but unprecedented speciality of insurrectionary revolts
over the last few years — in particular Italy 1977 and Britain
1981. In both countries come the moment of revolt radio
broadcasts in Italy and CB intercom in Britain were snapped
back into focus. Trouble in the streets halted the drift ‘into
merely being exotic, ear-catching supplements to the establ-
ished news media and run of the mill telephone conversations.

The Mao-Dadaist ‘Radio Alice’ in Bologna had;any number
of taped ‘subversive’ cultural infils combining music, poetry I
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programmes. It is a well known fact more commercial radio
stations play top l0 hits during peak hours to harness
listeners. But during the Bolognese events the cultural bull-
shit (a mixture of commedia dell’arte, cultish ‘artistic’ parallels
drawn from the Russian Revolution and mind blowing illusions
about multi-millionaire pop musicians) was laid aside and the
radio station used to inform insurgents of police manouvers.

Technically CB has more democratic potential. It is also a
transmitter as well as a receiver. With radio programmes there
;is a greater editorial control. A flick of a switch and a caller is
cut off mid sentence. And it is never possible to instantly
canvas listeners for their opinion on the matter.

The use of CB during the riots must also be linked to the
mobility of the rioters. They came in from miles around to
the riots hot spots even utilising car hire firms. In London
home-made transmitters needing only a modicum of electron-
ics know-how to construct interrupted Capital Radio and
LBC with messages like..’ This is a warning: there’s going to
be a riot on the Kings Road.’ As a spokesman for the Indep-
endant Broadcasting'Authority said, ‘there is absolutely noth-
ing we can do about it.’ Thrs development does seem to

suggest infinite possibilities. Like jamming broadcasts with
material transmitted from the back of moving vans making
it doubly difficult for Home Office radio spies to pin them
down. _

This dismantling of the State monopoly of the airwaves
carries its own penalties. Assuming CB does become accessible
to everyone what’s to stop police and other authorities listen-
ing in and becoming as proficient as anyone else in CB jive?
As a consequence of the riots and many related incidents
the police are now being told to learn the ‘language’. This is
why CB glossaries and dictionaries ‘are self defeating because
‘CB’ must constantly be on the move if it is to retain its
subversive potential. But always being one step ahead could
easily result in the total privatisation of the language. In this
event opposite extremes meet because CB was fast becoming
anyway a ‘safe’ one up exchange of unfathomable secret
codes. As one enthusiast put it ‘If I’m talking to someone on
CB and he’s using the slang words I don’t know he might
as well-be talking Serbo Croat for the good it will do our
conversation’ (letter to CB magazine).

To overcome this, close networks of friends who have
been told beforehand of changes in handles could become
important. On a Warwickshire council estate recently a rent
.ollector had failed time after time to gain admission to
-... usenolds owing back rent. Eventually someone snitched. A

Rigs had been installed in flats to warn tenants of his approach.
Now the rent collector has been equipped with his own CB
so he can also pick up any advance warning. Next time he
won’t be put off by people pretending not to answer_,the
door. But it’s possible to get everi.’By inventing a secret code’
know’ri only to trusted tenants the rent collector will be
thrown off the scent. ' ‘A

Though now legal there are well over in millionillegal CB r
radios in the UK broadcasting on forbidden wave bands. The
government has outlawed them claiming they block vital
messages which for instance hamper ambulances from function-
ing properly. This may on occasion have happened but the
converse is also true that in the event of an accident, heart
failure etc, help might arrive snout?-T.

No-behind concern " " ‘Ir? '""~'1**-'i~ -wort’ tlwue was '1 real
fear CR ‘creeks Wig‘??? lalfick "‘”“ 'ji-;: "dit~~= -~-is .,*[3t3I-’k6L1 I’O1‘

': -~ re oonce recently -vtorvo ...raore for some
‘ime to alert the rite origade to save a factory from burning
down. Theirradios had been blocked by a breaker calling
himself ‘Yankee Bucket Mouth’. Later it was discovered the
fire’Iiad been caused by an arsonist. ‘Yankee Bucket Mouth’?
The police weren’t sure but ‘YBM’ had better sign off double
quick.

There’s plenty new under thesun but CB lingo when used
for subversive ends renews in London a much older tradition
I‘ccant1_1TiT|g the forgotten essence of cockney rhyming slang.

':e davs of the much feared London mob in the 17th and
and comment that were used as sandwiching between phone-in ‘ ’ tury,uovcrnme” spies were sent into proletarian

ii

quarters to earwig. The quick witted cockneys improvised a
constantly amended parallel language to avoid unwelcome
eavesdropping.
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Side the reaction would have been swift and terrible. The
response of the employed working class could be more lethal

’ t 0 F . 9 but they must overcome their present, lack lustre showing.
n e 0 Their destructive power at the moment only resides as a

threatened -memory.
An uneasy calm has settled on the streets. But the press

will have it only minor rumbles continue in the major battle
zones of the inner cities. It’s more -— much more. The inner
cities fizz like never ending fire crackers. Despite all the talk
of community policing and liaison committees the cops are as
heavy as ever resembling an army of occupation. Sirens blare
continually, lights flash and cars race past at top speed while
down some darkened mews or alley a van load of police wait
menacingly. Is another polymorphous urban explosion in the
offing? One thing’s for certain the cops are not likely to be
caught by surprise like they were in the summer of ’8 l. At the
slightest sign of danger a better trained police force equipped
with all the necessary riot gear moves in immediately to seal
off the potential trouble spot.

SSH —- THERE’S A RIOT GOING ON
The police are also giving a hush hush policy of their own

devising a twirl. A local cop shop in Bedford, a town 30 miles
north of London came under seige in late March ’82 but the
police suppressed all news of the event for a couple of weeks.
As far as we know Bedford was free from trouble last year.
The same also happened on two occasions in Notting Hill in‘
London once over Xmas and the other in early April.
But when on the third occasion when barricades were erected
across several road the incident was too big to be ignored and
was immediately reported on the radio and in the press next
day.

However Scotland Yard’s Press Office have been keeping
their lips buttoned up for a long time. Either that or the media
didn’t want to know or more plausibly didn’t want others to
know, electing to report only the ‘good news’. To corroborate
what we stated much earlier on it has just (April ’82) come
out in the press that firebombs were hurled in the Welsh
mining valleys during riot week. This astonishing piece of
news has been kept in the information lo ck-up all that time!
Just how close is Britain coming to revolution?

But is a Toxteth of the factories laying waste to all the
horrors of capitalism likely in the immediate future? The
workers have taken -note of the riots alright, slotting them
alongside their own struggles. During a recent occupation of
the British aluminium smelter factory at Invergordon in the
Highlands of Scotland a laid off worker suddenly interrupted
a T.V. programme to say Brixton and Toxteth had shown the
way forward. No one within ear shot protested. The workers
terrain is however warrened from end to end by trade union
power ever ready to drag breaking-away workers back to the
negotiating table and the last century. Most of those living in
the inner cities are free from this encumbrance and therefore
still able to go straight for capital’s jugular without getting
sidetracked along the way by kiss-my-arse representation.

The employed working class must respond to the ‘new’
situation brought into relief by the riots. As a block the
Liverpool working class has again been the first to recognise
this. But before they can blow at all radically they must first
blow out the unions and procedure laid down by the unions.
It must be done definitively. Over the past few years at very
crucial moments when literally minutes and hours mattered,
the workers time upon time have handed control over to union
delegate conferences -— usually through the mediation of the
stewards. Psychologically they have just not been ready to act
on golden opportunities. Thus undischarged anger becomes
two days later mute, pent-up desperation.

During the union led steel strike of Spring ’80, steelworkers
in S. Wales instead of going directly to the local pit he-ads to
extend the strike, postponed their action until ratified at a
later date by local union meetings A week later might as well
have been a century. The atmosphere of tense expectancy
passed and solidarity melted into thin air. The miners ,.
(actually against the wishes of the Welsh N.U.M.*) didn’t come
out as expected. One passionate plea by striking steelmen45  

addressed unswervingly to pit head coal miners might have
saved the day. Discouraged the dockers then lifted their ban
on imported coal, not wanting to be left out the headlong
retreat.

A revealing postscript to this mess was provided by the
rugby match played shortly afterwards between England and
Wales at Twickenham. Commentators and spectators
described it as easily the most brutal match they had ever
-watched with serious injuries occuring even in the first
minute. -

Again at British Leyland in late October ’8l, fhe initiative
was lost in what promised to be the most important strike for
years. So many intangibles were posed by the threatened
‘strike’ taking it well beyond the run of the mill dispute. The
manager of B. L. Michael Edwardes for instance may well have
implemented his threat to sell off the plant. And pressure x
had reached bursting point on the shop floor.

CRISES MANAGEMENT
As the name implies crises management has involved

drastic changes in management methods, as the last vestiges
of gentlemanly protocol which had helped keep the lid on
industrial relations were brushed aside. (Maybe it needed a
ruthless S. African to do this. British managers have been
noticably slower in following suit). As one worker in Leyland
put it ‘Call it the need to keep our dignity if you like — But
we think our very rights as free men are at stake in B.L. now.’

The utter insensitivity and tough guy take it or leave it
approach which had been 'such a winner in the last 3 wage
settlements finally rebounded — as it must. When foremen
went up and down the line at Longbridge threatening to sack
those who failed to clock in the following day there was
nearly a mass walkout. John Barker the local transport union
official in Birmingham admitted union officials had to ‘use
some restraint’ to stop workers walking off the job there and
then.

This incident happened nearly two weeks after the Chief
Executioner had sent a crude letter to any workers
threatening to sack anyone who went on strike. But as always
faced with a cataclysm, the final bulwark supporting capital
is the damn unions who were able to delay the workforce
long enough for management to recapture the initiative.
During the three weeks run up to the union appointed dead-
line, Longbridge management upped bonus payments to
record levels to divide Longbridge from the other smaller _
plants scattered around the U.K. -

Heraclitus said ‘those who submit are governed by blows’.
After B.L. workers in late October ’8l had agreed to a wage
rise paid in buttons a S.A.S. (Special Air Services) inspired
militaristic operation was immediately mounted against the
workers of Lawrence Scott in Manchester. Helicopters were
flown in over the heads of the pickets to collect machinery
destined for use in Polaris submarine pens. The cops had been
forewarned. Locked outside the gates all the pickets could do
was look on as imitation S.A. S. Action Men ran all over the
factory — and Britain took one further step towards a banana
monarchy. Immediately after the Moss Side riots while the
embers were still smouldering workers occupying the factory
had been evicted by bailiffs weilding pick axe handles and
hammers. Who dares doesn’t always win because had this
dawn raid been carried out against the inhabitants of Moss

Footnote: The Welsh N.U. M. might appear in this instance to be in
advance of the workers. However workers increasingly resent being
told what to do. At a Northants Weetabix factoryearlier this year the
workforce were told to come out on strike by ‘their’ union. The
workers steamed up as fuck by this high handed decision immediately
called a mass meeting to discuss themselves whether or not to go out
on strike.
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An incident from the early seventies.
EXIT THE DRUM
 

Lawrence Scott is a subsidiary of Mining Supplies in
Doncaster. Once flying pickets from the Manchester factory
installed themselves outside the factory gates in Doncaster
after the swashbuckling raid the manager just crumpled up. He
could right there and then have easily used the law on the
pickets. But something had happened m the meantime to_
really put the wind up him. If he dared as much as lift a finger
against the pickets the local miners had promised to come to
their help. _ r

But back in Manchester outside of the immediate reach of
the S. Yorkshire miners, the manager in February ’82
supported by a fleet of lorries and scabs smashed through the
pickets once and for all. The rest of Manchester s engineertng
workers turned to look away - perhaps to Watch C0!‘Om”10”
Street instead. 10 years ago thousands of them were occupying
factories in and around the Manchester conurbation.
Determined now to show who was t’ gaffer once and for all,
Lawrence Scott’s sent the bailiff’s mammoth bill for breaking
and entering to the workers.

But north of the border the fist of fury-thought it ]U.(11C1OU.S r r
to wear mittens. Shortly" afiter‘Ne.w Ye 21I’8-2 ‘KW-0fE1¢tf>1'i@$ _
belonging to British Leyland and the Plessey electronic multi-
national were occupied in thesmall town of .B_11lIh83l3@- Though
the BL workers abandoned their sit-in,the Plessey workforce we
composed largely of women stayed put‘ ignoring the interdict
to vacate the premises. The -occupation was a_ popular one in a
town where unemployment was heading ‘for over 30%. Local
people were cons.taI'1.tlv dropping in. leaving behind them bags.
of groceries etc without saying aword. As the workers of
Central Scotland were putting their money where Manchester’s
mouth was, the Court of Sessions in Edinburgh thought better
of it and declared the occupation’ legal. But not-before .
helicopters had circled overhead leading‘ to’ fearsof an SAS- r
style raid to seize the £650,000 worth ofjcapacitators held in" x
the factory. - ‘ _  ‘_ ' § C

There have been a number of factory occupations since  
then - just as the-bo-L11‘g¢,0isie‘,fe‘are.d;fl?.11g.,!}lgE¢§l~.l1,fl$ been inr;-5?-C
Coventry where a, 0°C-PP
twice in two weeksiuntil 5
quiekenifle t<'=mP° ‘if 1 ;
working classis0P@T3‘li1’lg'
theatre technicians _a1’i§d -are s th’re’ateHil18‘i 5*?’
to strike together for {tl1’e_I‘__f fife’ 131167-Z
first leaves of ' a and ""'.i11’l§$’5e1“. - 1.

because someth ._th e__- " fl’perma frost of -
Even if when theseiywores;are-;.ii‘ali*lii1iSlated?-‘there’.hasIbeen"*1?

- - - 4... -_ -4 - .1 . - - .._ _ __ - _. -__ - -.--. -.|- -0-.» -| -_ .. -_

mei or reversal; $111“? ;eI1.d-..1arg¢.i-
been frightened into survwarf ' M

_._l . , - _,:-_-. _-__..-__,_:L _-___-I--_,._ = —.-___ 1-,. . ,
_ - -_ _-___ _- .- -_'_-..-~ - _ .__

EVERYTHING STOPS FOR-TEA’?"10YEARSON
The situation is overall far more fraught than in the early

’70s. The details of class struggle, worth fighting over, must be
inserted into this changed perspective.

In 1972 ten workers in Coventry cheekily downed tools
and went out on strike all because they had asked for, and
been refused, bigger mugs of tea. They looked as if they didn’t
have a care in the world, but in fact many of the struggles
dating from this period were hard fought. .

The significance of such details was determined less by the
logic of capitalism than by the workers’ lively, infectious
resistance. (The idea caught on and strikes spread to other
factories.) Going on for ten years later, the situation is much
altered. The tea break strike at BL in December ’8l was a last
ditch stand by workers forced onto their knees by a manage-
ment determined to wring from them every last ounce of
productivity. This is not to say that workers have during that
time become the passive objects of capital’s counter attack.
Rather it means high spirits have been progressively A
abandoned to a grim war of position in which every inch of
ground is bitterly fought over. . A

As a reminder of the bourgeoisie’s longevity, immemorial
details are, more than in every other comparable country, ,
paraded fetishistically at the level of the State in Britain. Once
these emblematic tokens are either discarded or drawn into
class struggle they become further reminders of the gravity of
the crises. In I979 during the ‘Winter of Discontent’ the
unthinkable happened: Beefeaters at the Tower of London
downed pikestaffs and went on strike. Early in ’82 as part of
the Government’s cuts the Navy’s time-honoured rum'ration
was withdrawn. . . . ’

Strapped down like in Madame’s dungeon, very occasion-
ally the workers break free in a fury of destruction that
compares well with the riots. In December ’80 BL workers at
Longbridge went on the rampage wrecking cars on the
assembly line, and surrounded the management block known
locally as ‘The Kremlin’. The same thing happened with John
Knott (Trade Secretary) when visiting Portsmouth dock yards
-in the late summer of ’8 l: he risked being stoned to death.
This was not jeers and rotten eggs but the shape of things to
come. A .

Losing your cool like this is the flip side of crisis manage-
ment. The bosses are no longer satisfied with a lock-out
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Side the reaction would have been swift and terrible. The
response of the employed working class could be more lethal

’ t 0 F . 9 but they must overcome their present, lack lustre showing.
n e 0 Their destructive power at the moment only resides as a

threatened -memory.
An uneasy calm has settled on the streets. But the press

will have it only minor rumbles continue in the major battle
zones of the inner cities. It’s more -— much more. The inner
cities fizz like never ending fire crackers. Despite all the talk
of community policing and liaison committees the cops are as
heavy as ever resembling an army of occupation. Sirens blare
continually, lights flash and cars race past at top speed while
down some darkened mews or alley a van load of police wait
menacingly. Is another polymorphous urban explosion in the
offing? One thing’s for certain the cops are not likely to be
caught by surprise like they were in the summer of ’8 l. At the
slightest sign of danger a better trained police force equipped
with all the necessary riot gear moves in immediately to seal
off the potential trouble spot.

SSH —- THERE’S A RIOT GOING ON
The police are also giving a hush hush policy of their own

devising a twirl. A local cop shop in Bedford, a town 30 miles
north of London came under seige in late March ’82 but the
police suppressed all news of the event for a couple of weeks.
As far as we know Bedford was free from trouble last year.
The same also happened on two occasions in Notting Hill in‘
London once over Xmas and the other in early April.
But when on the third occasion when barricades were erected
across several road the incident was too big to be ignored and
was immediately reported on the radio and in the press next
day.

However Scotland Yard’s Press Office have been keeping
their lips buttoned up for a long time. Either that or the media
didn’t want to know or more plausibly didn’t want others to
know, electing to report only the ‘good news’. To corroborate
what we stated much earlier on it has just (April ’82) come
out in the press that firebombs were hurled in the Welsh
mining valleys during riot week. This astonishing piece of
news has been kept in the information lo ck-up all that time!
Just how close is Britain coming to revolution?

But is a Toxteth of the factories laying waste to all the
horrors of capitalism likely in the immediate future? The
workers have taken -note of the riots alright, slotting them
alongside their own struggles. During a recent occupation of
the British aluminium smelter factory at Invergordon in the
Highlands of Scotland a laid off worker suddenly interrupted
a T.V. programme to say Brixton and Toxteth had shown the
way forward. No one within ear shot protested. The workers
terrain is however warrened from end to end by trade union
power ever ready to drag breaking-away workers back to the
negotiating table and the last century. Most of those living in
the inner cities are free from this encumbrance and therefore
still able to go straight for capital’s jugular without getting
sidetracked along the way by kiss-my-arse representation.

The employed working class must respond to the ‘new’
situation brought into relief by the riots. As a block the
Liverpool working class has again been the first to recognise
this. But before they can blow at all radically they must first
blow out the unions and procedure laid down by the unions.
It must be done definitively. Over the past few years at very
crucial moments when literally minutes and hours mattered,
the workers time upon time have handed control over to union
delegate conferences -— usually through the mediation of the
stewards. Psychologically they have just not been ready to act
on golden opportunities. Thus undischarged anger becomes
two days later mute, pent-up desperation.

During the union led steel strike of Spring ’80, steelworkers
in S. Wales instead of going directly to the local pit he-ads to
extend the strike, postponed their action until ratified at a
later date by local union meetings A week later might as well
have been a century. The atmosphere of tense expectancy
passed and solidarity melted into thin air. The miners ,.
(actually against the wishes of the Welsh N.U.M.*) didn’t come
out as expected. One passionate plea by striking steelmen45  

addressed unswervingly to pit head coal miners might have
saved the day. Discouraged the dockers then lifted their ban
on imported coal, not wanting to be left out the headlong
retreat.

A revealing postscript to this mess was provided by the
rugby match played shortly afterwards between England and
Wales at Twickenham. Commentators and spectators
described it as easily the most brutal match they had ever
-watched with serious injuries occuring even in the first
minute. -

Again at British Leyland in late October ’8l, fhe initiative
was lost in what promised to be the most important strike for
years. So many intangibles were posed by the threatened
‘strike’ taking it well beyond the run of the mill dispute. The
manager of B. L. Michael Edwardes for instance may well have
implemented his threat to sell off the plant. And pressure x
had reached bursting point on the shop floor.

CRISES MANAGEMENT
As the name implies crises management has involved

drastic changes in management methods, as the last vestiges
of gentlemanly protocol which had helped keep the lid on
industrial relations were brushed aside. (Maybe it needed a
ruthless S. African to do this. British managers have been
noticably slower in following suit). As one worker in Leyland
put it ‘Call it the need to keep our dignity if you like — But
we think our very rights as free men are at stake in B.L. now.’

The utter insensitivity and tough guy take it or leave it
approach which had been 'such a winner in the last 3 wage
settlements finally rebounded — as it must. When foremen
went up and down the line at Longbridge threatening to sack
those who failed to clock in the following day there was
nearly a mass walkout. John Barker the local transport union
official in Birmingham admitted union officials had to ‘use
some restraint’ to stop workers walking off the job there and
then.

This incident happened nearly two weeks after the Chief
Executioner had sent a crude letter to any workers
threatening to sack anyone who went on strike. But as always
faced with a cataclysm, the final bulwark supporting capital
is the damn unions who were able to delay the workforce
long enough for management to recapture the initiative.
During the three weeks run up to the union appointed dead-
line, Longbridge management upped bonus payments to
record levels to divide Longbridge from the other smaller _
plants scattered around the U.K. -

Heraclitus said ‘those who submit are governed by blows’.
After B.L. workers in late October ’8l had agreed to a wage
rise paid in buttons a S.A.S. (Special Air Services) inspired
militaristic operation was immediately mounted against the
workers of Lawrence Scott in Manchester. Helicopters were
flown in over the heads of the pickets to collect machinery
destined for use in Polaris submarine pens. The cops had been
forewarned. Locked outside the gates all the pickets could do
was look on as imitation S.A. S. Action Men ran all over the
factory — and Britain took one further step towards a banana
monarchy. Immediately after the Moss Side riots while the
embers were still smouldering workers occupying the factory
had been evicted by bailiffs weilding pick axe handles and
hammers. Who dares doesn’t always win because had this
dawn raid been carried out against the inhabitants of Moss

Footnote: The Welsh N.U. M. might appear in this instance to be in
advance of the workers. However workers increasingly resent being
told what to do. At a Northants Weetabix factoryearlier this year the
workforce were told to come out on strike by ‘their’ union. The
workers steamed up as fuck by this high handed decision immediately
called a mass meeting to discuss themselves whether or not to go out
on strike.
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An incident from the early seventies.
EXIT THE DRUM
 

Lawrence Scott is a subsidiary of Mining Supplies in
Doncaster. Once flying pickets from the Manchester factory
installed themselves outside the factory gates in Doncaster
after the swashbuckling raid the manager just crumpled up. He
could right there and then have easily used the law on the
pickets. But something had happened m the meantime to_
really put the wind up him. If he dared as much as lift a finger
against the pickets the local miners had promised to come to
their help. _ r

But back in Manchester outside of the immediate reach of
the S. Yorkshire miners, the manager in February ’82
supported by a fleet of lorries and scabs smashed through the
pickets once and for all. The rest of Manchester s engineertng
workers turned to look away - perhaps to Watch C0!‘Om”10”
Street instead. 10 years ago thousands of them were occupying
factories in and around the Manchester conurbation.
Determined now to show who was t’ gaffer once and for all,
Lawrence Scott’s sent the bailiff’s mammoth bill for breaking
and entering to the workers.

But north of the border the fist of fury-thought it ]U.(11C1OU.S r r
to wear mittens. Shortly" afiter‘Ne.w Ye 21I’8-2 ‘KW-0fE1¢tf>1'i@$ _
belonging to British Leyland and the Plessey electronic multi-
national were occupied in thesmall town of .B_11lIh83l3@- Though
the BL workers abandoned their sit-in,the Plessey workforce we
composed largely of women stayed put‘ ignoring the interdict
to vacate the premises. The -occupation was a_ popular one in a
town where unemployment was heading ‘for over 30%. Local
people were cons.taI'1.tlv dropping in. leaving behind them bags.
of groceries etc without saying aword. As the workers of
Central Scotland were putting their money where Manchester’s
mouth was, the Court of Sessions in Edinburgh thought better
of it and declared the occupation’ legal. But not-before .
helicopters had circled overhead leading‘ to’ fearsof an SAS- r
style raid to seize the £650,000 worth ofjcapacitators held in" x
the factory. - ‘ _  ‘_ ' § C

There have been a number of factory occupations since  
then - just as the-bo-L11‘g¢,0isie‘,fe‘are.d;fl?.11g.,!}lgE¢§l~.l1,fl$ been inr;-5?-C
Coventry where a, 0°C-PP
twice in two weeksiuntil 5
quiekenifle t<'=mP° ‘if 1 ;
working classis0P@T3‘li1’lg'
theatre technicians _a1’i§d -are s th’re’ateHil18‘i 5*?’
to strike together for {tl1’e_I‘__f fife’ 131167-Z
first leaves of ' a and ""'.i11’l§$’5e1“. - 1.

because someth ._th e__- " fl’perma frost of -
Even if when theseiywores;are-;.ii‘ali*lii1iSlated?-‘there’.hasIbeen"*1?

- - - 4... -_ -4 - .1 . - - .._ _ __ - _. -__ - -.--. -.|- -0-.» -| -_ .. -_

mei or reversal; $111“? ;eI1.d-..1arg¢.i-
been frightened into survwarf ' M

_._l . , - _,:-_-. _-__..-__,_:L _-___-I--_,._ = —.-___ 1-,. . ,
_ - -_ _-___ _- .- -_'_-..-~ - _ .__

EVERYTHING STOPS FOR-TEA’?"10YEARSON
The situation is overall far more fraught than in the early

’70s. The details of class struggle, worth fighting over, must be
inserted into this changed perspective.

In 1972 ten workers in Coventry cheekily downed tools
and went out on strike all because they had asked for, and
been refused, bigger mugs of tea. They looked as if they didn’t
have a care in the world, but in fact many of the struggles
dating from this period were hard fought. .

The significance of such details was determined less by the
logic of capitalism than by the workers’ lively, infectious
resistance. (The idea caught on and strikes spread to other
factories.) Going on for ten years later, the situation is much
altered. The tea break strike at BL in December ’8l was a last
ditch stand by workers forced onto their knees by a manage-
ment determined to wring from them every last ounce of
productivity. This is not to say that workers have during that
time become the passive objects of capital’s counter attack.
Rather it means high spirits have been progressively A
abandoned to a grim war of position in which every inch of
ground is bitterly fought over. . A

As a reminder of the bourgeoisie’s longevity, immemorial
details are, more than in every other comparable country, ,
paraded fetishistically at the level of the State in Britain. Once
these emblematic tokens are either discarded or drawn into
class struggle they become further reminders of the gravity of
the crises. In I979 during the ‘Winter of Discontent’ the
unthinkable happened: Beefeaters at the Tower of London
downed pikestaffs and went on strike. Early in ’82 as part of
the Government’s cuts the Navy’s time-honoured rum'ration
was withdrawn. . . . ’

Strapped down like in Madame’s dungeon, very occasion-
ally the workers break free in a fury of destruction that
compares well with the riots. In December ’80 BL workers at
Longbridge went on the rampage wrecking cars on the
assembly line, and surrounded the management block known
locally as ‘The Kremlin’. The same thing happened with John
Knott (Trade Secretary) when visiting Portsmouth dock yards
-in the late summer of ’8 l: he risked being stoned to death.
This was not jeers and rotten eggs but the shape of things to
come. A .

Losing your cool like this is the flip side of crisis manage-
ment. The bosses are no longer satisfied with a lock-out
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instantly threatening to wind up business once and for all. But
is it a wind-up, a calculated gamble,‘ or do they really mean
‘business’, or more correctly none at all? During the ASLEF
stoppages recently there was talk of tearing up the railway
lines and covering them up with macadam and concrete. By
sharing lifts in cars people were getting to work OK and it was
argued to do this would be a chastising lesson in self-reliance
to BR’s workers. But the train drivers called British Rail’s
bluff and the board backed down. However in every other case
it has not been put to the test. Would Sir Michael Edwardes
have auctioned off BL if the workers had not done his
bidding? Around 10,000 tons of machinery is being sold to
buyers from abroad each week. Some of it, like the looms
from the Courtauld factory, is the most modern plant
available anywhere. The dominant impression is of a fire sale
to beat all, but this may only be the wrapping to divert
attention away from the de-nationalisation of British industry.
Of the 50 or so major firms in Britain 40% of production is
now located abroad.
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All because of the conflict between craft and industrial
unionism Sid Weighell of the NUR and Ray Buck ton of
ASLEF are usually bitter enemies. They are seen here 1
riding on a rinky dink train at a toy fair in Harrogate, Yorks.
Once an ti union proletarian assemblies spring into being on
the railways flinging switches on toy train sets will be the
only contrivance left to the bureaucrats of British Rail. ’
 

Given this situation it is important workers, when t
combating free ranging multinational enterprises, aren’t split
along nationalist lines. If struggle is to reach even greater
heights of lucidity the multinationalism of the rioters must be
honoured in the factories. Equally if the proletariat is to
combat the drift into the gotterdammerung twilight of the
bourgeoisie the stakes must be just as high, positing right from
the start an unnegotiable new world beyond the one that now
belongs to capitalism.

At the moment the hardest conflict to live with is that
between worker and worker. However the whys and I
wherefores of this almost unique situation must be placed in
their proper context.

Strike meetings like the recent ones in Ford’s or BL are
ending in uproar and bitter recriminations. With the vote
almost evenly split down the middle a display of hands can
quickly turn nasty. The clenched fist then usually signifies a
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readiness to knock the shit out of your opposite number on
the shop floor.

This ferocity is a welter of conflicting tendencies, and not
merely the last swipes — as the Tories like to pretend — of a
dying trade unionism forced like a rat back into the corner.
For example, the recent assaults on shop stewards in
Dagenham (Ford’s) must have caused unease in Government
circles because they were carried out by workers who were
pissed off with the stewards for recommending acceptance of
Ford’s pay offer.

The Tories are victims of their own propaganda. They had
cast the unions as the real villains of the piece responsible, for
‘shop floor anarchy’. At the last election it had proved a
powerful vote catcher and when, to take just one example,
Derrick ‘Red Robbo’ Robinson, the Communist Party
convenor, had been sacked from BL without even a skirmish
in November ’8l the Tories hailed it as a milestone and a
victory for the new ‘mood of realism’ allegedly sweeping
through industry.

BL management had estimated -- fuck knows how — that
Robbo had been responsible for £.200,000,000 worth of lost
production. They omitted to mention that Robbo had
probably saved the company that amount when throughout
the Labour Government’s last term in office he had spoken
out against strikes (in particular the tool-makers’ strike) in BL.

In view of the contradictory stances Robbo had adopted T
over the years his dismissal should have given rise to misgivings
in anyone less muleheaded than the Tories. Even the crudely
reactionary tabloid the Daily Mail had to acknowledge shop
stewards had ‘proved useful lightning conductors defusing
issues on the shop floor before they got out of hand’. What’s
more, employers had ‘turned more and more to shop stewards
for communication with their workforces’ because the ‘small
numbers of full time union officials simply could not cope’
(November 4th ’8 1). Yet the Tories have pressed on regardless
with their plans to minimalise trade union hierarchies by
making a show of wresting power from the head offices and
shop stewards and placing it in the hands of the members.

The Tories blinded by ideology haven’t got wise to the fact
the lunatics were only able to take over the asylum in an
interregnum. Shop floor tranquillity over the past two years
had, in addition to the high levels of unemployment, depended
on a complex admixture of reaction and radicalism in which
the main ingredient is a shared dislike of unions.

Anti-capitalist/anti-union hostility has still to attain a
decisive level of coherence and maturity. In particular it must
disassociate itself completely from the present wave of
capitalist intolerance of trade unio_nismv in,,,r,s‘ome_‘countries.
Following the ‘Winter of of
interest between big business, the sector
and the trade unions fell apart‘ the Tories hzid’"f‘.b€erne’quick to
exploit the situation by shabbilyflaying the blajr,ne*for it
squarely on the trade unions. c ‘

However, many a worker who hElCl:;i~¥l).6611‘l11 the thick of the
struggles that had suddenly swept Britain between 1970 and
’74 knew differently. They had suddenly after the mid-’70s
woken up to the fact the unions and shop stewards apparatus
were playing by far the major role.in the suppression of class
struggle (the moment of the ‘social contract’ contrick). The
effect was shattering — some junkted being stewards and
convenors altogether, taking to perhaps unenthusi-
astically attending pottery classes and generally mechanically
going through the motions of living. However as a rule the
pseudo conservative disillusionment with the representative
apparatus was in the absence of more pertinent conclusions
unable to go even part. of the way towards accepting a
conservative political identity. Equivalent reaction at the level
of issue politics and community politics were also apparent
though not necessarily at the same moment in time.

It is against this background that the aforementioned
violence must be judged. » ‘

Misdirected fury by creating needless enemies and
hardening attitudes can be counter productive. However the
violence that has recently broken out in strike meetings may
serve as an apprenticeship to direct action which rejecting
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intermediaries and representatives instead of stopping at the
factory gates goes on to envelop the whole of society.

These barely controllable outbursts of anger are an accurate
measure of the urgency of the situation. They are an inevitable
response to the tearing, grinding, heart stopping psychological
climate of crisis management leaving the workers with no
choice otherthan to accept or take giant steps of their own
leading to a decisive showdown. Starved of alternative options
the unions have no stomach for such end games. r~

Weakening and discrediting the trade union representatives
apparatus has met with little working class dis-approval. This
has lulled the Tories and considerable sections of British
management into a false sense of their own security because
they haven’t been able to create anything like a durable
proletarian bodyguard organised everlastingly around
government and managerial dictates. Much depends on the
ability to sustain the friction between the employed and
unemployed, allied to which is the fear of unemployment
itself. But when and if a breakthrough comes the Tory loonies
along with the rest of the capitalist asylum are likely to pay a -
terrible price for having dared to cure workers further of the
habit of looking to unions to represent their interests.

But for all that Tebbit’s (Secretary of State for Employ-
ment) Employment Bill is not as green as it’s cabbage looking.
Unlike Heath’s club-footed Industrial Relations Act of ’69/’74
it proposes to make unions liable for actions taken by shop
floor trade unionists unless the ‘corporate leadership’
repudiates them. The unions are not likely to do this because -
of the serious risk of unofficial action. As for the fining of
unions, Heath’s original act showed it left the workers cold.
‘No matter what, a version of this act will eventually come
into force.
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AS YOU WERE: THE CHANGING FACE
OF TRADES UNIONS '

As in most other countries high levels of unemployment
have meant a decline in union membership. This provides
union leaders like Alan Fisher (NUPE) with a handy excuse
when asked to explain why uni.ons are unable to exert much
influence on Government policy. After having knocked
frantically at the door of No. 10 the previous Tory Prime
Minister Heath in ’72/"73 had finally invited the unions in for
consultations. And boy, did he need them! But if it’s the last
thing she does Mrs Thatcher is determined not to do the same.
Granted she is a tougher nut any day than Heath, but the
unusual docility of the working class h.as postponed the day of
reckoning when a subdued Mrs Thatcher could have well
begged the unions for assistance.

The unions make a virtue of weakness. The truth is they are
still immensely strong but unwilling to exercise their power
other than through legal parliamentary means. They are
mightily afraid of stirring up their members to implement the
TUC’s frankly capitalist ‘Programme for Recovery’, preferring
to wait on a Labour Government to do it. The TUC knows full
well the working class once aroused is not going to stop at the
TUC alternative policies to save capitalism.But if aroused,again
these arseholes will have to attempt to lead an ‘essentially
leaderless movement in order to try and divert developing
autonomous energy away from its real goals.

The memory of the early ’70s and the ’78/’79 ‘Winter of
Discontent’ is still fresh in the mind of union bureaucrats.
During the intervening years an ethical universalism (the
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This ad issued by HM Government was used to sell the social .
contract in the period of the last Labour Government. On the
left Len Murray, Director General of the Confederation of
British Industry, on the right Sir Campbell Adamson Gen. _
Sec. of the Trades Union Congress. E
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instantly threatening to wind up business once and for all. But
is it a wind-up, a calculated gamble,‘ or do they really mean
‘business’, or more correctly none at all? During the ASLEF
stoppages recently there was talk of tearing up the railway
lines and covering them up with macadam and concrete. By
sharing lifts in cars people were getting to work OK and it was
argued to do this would be a chastising lesson in self-reliance
to BR’s workers. But the train drivers called British Rail’s
bluff and the board backed down. However in every other case
it has not been put to the test. Would Sir Michael Edwardes
have auctioned off BL if the workers had not done his
bidding? Around 10,000 tons of machinery is being sold to
buyers from abroad each week. Some of it, like the looms
from the Courtauld factory, is the most modern plant
available anywhere. The dominant impression is of a fire sale
to beat all, but this may only be the wrapping to divert
attention away from the de-nationalisation of British industry.
Of the 50 or so major firms in Britain 40% of production is
now located abroad.
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All because of the conflict between craft and industrial
unionism Sid Weighell of the NUR and Ray Buck ton of
ASLEF are usually bitter enemies. They are seen here 1
riding on a rinky dink train at a toy fair in Harrogate, Yorks.
Once an ti union proletarian assemblies spring into being on
the railways flinging switches on toy train sets will be the
only contrivance left to the bureaucrats of British Rail. ’
 

Given this situation it is important workers, when t
combating free ranging multinational enterprises, aren’t split
along nationalist lines. If struggle is to reach even greater
heights of lucidity the multinationalism of the rioters must be
honoured in the factories. Equally if the proletariat is to
combat the drift into the gotterdammerung twilight of the
bourgeoisie the stakes must be just as high, positing right from
the start an unnegotiable new world beyond the one that now
belongs to capitalism.

At the moment the hardest conflict to live with is that
between worker and worker. However the whys and I
wherefores of this almost unique situation must be placed in
their proper context.

Strike meetings like the recent ones in Ford’s or BL are
ending in uproar and bitter recriminations. With the vote
almost evenly split down the middle a display of hands can
quickly turn nasty. The clenched fist then usually signifies a
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readiness to knock the shit out of your opposite number on
the shop floor.

This ferocity is a welter of conflicting tendencies, and not
merely the last swipes — as the Tories like to pretend — of a
dying trade unionism forced like a rat back into the corner.
For example, the recent assaults on shop stewards in
Dagenham (Ford’s) must have caused unease in Government
circles because they were carried out by workers who were
pissed off with the stewards for recommending acceptance of
Ford’s pay offer.

The Tories are victims of their own propaganda. They had
cast the unions as the real villains of the piece responsible, for
‘shop floor anarchy’. At the last election it had proved a
powerful vote catcher and when, to take just one example,
Derrick ‘Red Robbo’ Robinson, the Communist Party
convenor, had been sacked from BL without even a skirmish
in November ’8l the Tories hailed it as a milestone and a
victory for the new ‘mood of realism’ allegedly sweeping
through industry.

BL management had estimated -- fuck knows how — that
Robbo had been responsible for £.200,000,000 worth of lost
production. They omitted to mention that Robbo had
probably saved the company that amount when throughout
the Labour Government’s last term in office he had spoken
out against strikes (in particular the tool-makers’ strike) in BL.

In view of the contradictory stances Robbo had adopted T
over the years his dismissal should have given rise to misgivings
in anyone less muleheaded than the Tories. Even the crudely
reactionary tabloid the Daily Mail had to acknowledge shop
stewards had ‘proved useful lightning conductors defusing
issues on the shop floor before they got out of hand’. What’s
more, employers had ‘turned more and more to shop stewards
for communication with their workforces’ because the ‘small
numbers of full time union officials simply could not cope’
(November 4th ’8 1). Yet the Tories have pressed on regardless
with their plans to minimalise trade union hierarchies by
making a show of wresting power from the head offices and
shop stewards and placing it in the hands of the members.

The Tories blinded by ideology haven’t got wise to the fact
the lunatics were only able to take over the asylum in an
interregnum. Shop floor tranquillity over the past two years
had, in addition to the high levels of unemployment, depended
on a complex admixture of reaction and radicalism in which
the main ingredient is a shared dislike of unions.

Anti-capitalist/anti-union hostility has still to attain a
decisive level of coherence and maturity. In particular it must
disassociate itself completely from the present wave of
capitalist intolerance of trade unio_nismv in,,,r,s‘ome_‘countries.
Following the ‘Winter of of
interest between big business, the sector
and the trade unions fell apart‘ the Tories hzid’"f‘.b€erne’quick to
exploit the situation by shabbilyflaying the blajr,ne*for it
squarely on the trade unions. c ‘

However, many a worker who hElCl:;i~¥l).6611‘l11 the thick of the
struggles that had suddenly swept Britain between 1970 and
’74 knew differently. They had suddenly after the mid-’70s
woken up to the fact the unions and shop stewards apparatus
were playing by far the major role.in the suppression of class
struggle (the moment of the ‘social contract’ contrick). The
effect was shattering — some junkted being stewards and
convenors altogether, taking to perhaps unenthusi-
astically attending pottery classes and generally mechanically
going through the motions of living. However as a rule the
pseudo conservative disillusionment with the representative
apparatus was in the absence of more pertinent conclusions
unable to go even part. of the way towards accepting a
conservative political identity. Equivalent reaction at the level
of issue politics and community politics were also apparent
though not necessarily at the same moment in time.

It is against this background that the aforementioned
violence must be judged. » ‘

Misdirected fury by creating needless enemies and
hardening attitudes can be counter productive. However the
violence that has recently broken out in strike meetings may
serve as an apprenticeship to direct action which rejecting
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intermediaries and representatives instead of stopping at the
factory gates goes on to envelop the whole of society.

These barely controllable outbursts of anger are an accurate
measure of the urgency of the situation. They are an inevitable
response to the tearing, grinding, heart stopping psychological
climate of crisis management leaving the workers with no
choice otherthan to accept or take giant steps of their own
leading to a decisive showdown. Starved of alternative options
the unions have no stomach for such end games. r~

Weakening and discrediting the trade union representatives
apparatus has met with little working class dis-approval. This
has lulled the Tories and considerable sections of British
management into a false sense of their own security because
they haven’t been able to create anything like a durable
proletarian bodyguard organised everlastingly around
government and managerial dictates. Much depends on the
ability to sustain the friction between the employed and
unemployed, allied to which is the fear of unemployment
itself. But when and if a breakthrough comes the Tory loonies
along with the rest of the capitalist asylum are likely to pay a -
terrible price for having dared to cure workers further of the
habit of looking to unions to represent their interests.

But for all that Tebbit’s (Secretary of State for Employ-
ment) Employment Bill is not as green as it’s cabbage looking.
Unlike Heath’s club-footed Industrial Relations Act of ’69/’74
it proposes to make unions liable for actions taken by shop
floor trade unionists unless the ‘corporate leadership’
repudiates them. The unions are not likely to do this because -
of the serious risk of unofficial action. As for the fining of
unions, Heath’s original act showed it left the workers cold.
‘No matter what, a version of this act will eventually come
into force.
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AS YOU WERE: THE CHANGING FACE
OF TRADES UNIONS '

As in most other countries high levels of unemployment
have meant a decline in union membership. This provides
union leaders like Alan Fisher (NUPE) with a handy excuse
when asked to explain why uni.ons are unable to exert much
influence on Government policy. After having knocked
frantically at the door of No. 10 the previous Tory Prime
Minister Heath in ’72/"73 had finally invited the unions in for
consultations. And boy, did he need them! But if it’s the last
thing she does Mrs Thatcher is determined not to do the same.
Granted she is a tougher nut any day than Heath, but the
unusual docility of the working class h.as postponed the day of
reckoning when a subdued Mrs Thatcher could have well
begged the unions for assistance.

The unions make a virtue of weakness. The truth is they are
still immensely strong but unwilling to exercise their power
other than through legal parliamentary means. They are
mightily afraid of stirring up their members to implement the
TUC’s frankly capitalist ‘Programme for Recovery’, preferring
to wait on a Labour Government to do it. The TUC knows full
well the working class once aroused is not going to stop at the
TUC alternative policies to save capitalism.But if aroused,again
these arseholes will have to attempt to lead an ‘essentially
leaderless movement in order to try and divert developing
autonomous energy away from its real goals.

The memory of the early ’70s and the ’78/’79 ‘Winter of
Discontent’ is still fresh in the mind of union bureaucrats.
During the intervening years an ethical universalism (the
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This ad issued by HM Government was used to sell the social .
contract in the period of the last Labour Government. On the
left Len Murray, Director General of the Confederation of
British Industry, on the right Sir Campbell Adamson Gen. _
Sec. of the Trades Union Congress. E
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TUC’s ‘moral policeman’ of ’76-’7B) supplanting what on the
continent would pass for the equally bourgeois ‘general
interest’ had served as the antidote to class struggle. Different
‘interest groups’, i.e. contending classes, were encouraged not
to act selfishly but tothink ofothers inste,a,d_. This difficult
balancing act appealing more to feelings ‘of right "and wrong
than mystified calculations on the continental model was
master-minded by the joint Labour Government/TUC Chief of
Staffs with the latter playing the role of supreme commander.

Then along came the ‘Winter of Discontent’. The TUC tight
rope snapped. The ethics of public service including ambulance
staffs and gravediggers were henceforth no guarantee against
mass strike action. The various unions involved were unable to
disown the strikers for fear of the consequences but knowing
as a result Labour would lose the election.

But then under Thatcher a strange thing happened. The
trade unions took up theplea-bargaining puppy-begging
approach so recently overthrown. It meant in the short term
deferring to Thatcher but in the long term it was a defence

l

Before being reprieved in 1975 the Shelton Steelworks in
Stoke on Trent had been threatened with the chop for four
years. During this time a career minded local theatre
director bullshitter, Peter Cheesrnan of the Victoria theatre
in Stoke, the General Manger of the plant and members of
the action committee got together to save the plant.
Cheesrnan is seen here taping interviews for a local docu-
mentary on the plant called ‘Fight for Shelton Bar’ which
was duly staged before TV cameras-and the chair man of
BSC, Sir Monty Finnisto_n. The one person in other words
that really counted in this ‘living theatre’ of dupedsteel
workers.

’ In the play, workers blast furnaces and local manage-
ment were stuck together as if with superglue and all past
battles belong to war-time not to class struggle. The '
difference between what the theatre director said in
justification and what the general manager said can be just
about tucked under a finger nail: ‘Above all Shelton Bar is
its people, a deep rooted, living and richly successful human
community. That is one of the reasons it makes a profit. ’
(Peter Cheesman theatre director) —e ‘The occasion
produces the man. it is a great lesson if you can engender
team spirit and loyalty to the job in hand, and these men
(ie action co mmittee) can be incredibly good at grass roots
level. In many respects they made the job of management
easier. Our aims were exactly similiar. ’ (Derek Field General
Manager) E
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against their members’ real interests; a preparation for the day
they will be called on to police a re-edition of the ‘social
contract’. Appearing to shame the nation’s conscience is good
practice for when they have to try and put the workers to
shame. ,

This ethical universalism tailored to fit the TUC corresponds
to an advanced degree of integration in the State only
temporarily held up by Thatcher and her cro’nies. However it
also arises from the growing importance of white collar
workers as opposed to the declining importance, relatively
speaking, of industrial workers in the TUC make-up.

Following the mainly industrial revolt of the early ’70s
recruitment of white collar grades including low ranking
bureaucrats gained in leaps and bounds greatly changing the
TUC public image. The main unions involved (the GMWU,
ASTMS, the civil service unions) turned to account the
reputedly more comprehensive views of bureaucrats/white
collar strata eclipsing the narrow sectionalism of industrial
workers. i

Hegel in his theory of the State had placed great store by
low ranking bureaucrats, believing every citizen could become
an official: as long as this lasted the bond between State and
society was secure. So was the panlogical Idea enshrined in the
State. There are an infinitely greater number of low grade civil
servants and the like around today than in Hegel’s time and
mechanisation and humdrum routine has destroyed its former
status. But equally they are under pressure to set a progressive
‘intelligent’ example proving there are still plenty of ‘frills’
attached to the job. They are both the hammer and the anvil.
The trade union movement has capitalised on this split
personality (cultural pretensions included) to extend its sphere
of operations.

Formerly it had been in the interests of both unions and
management to ferment a reactionary willingly-put-upon self .
reliance amongst industrial workers in particular. As a heroic
myth, ascribing supernatural powers to labour, it had merged
up to a point the identity of worker and capitalist around
sacrificial slogans like ‘Britain’s bread hangs be’ Lancashire’s
thread’. As an outlook it was too trade conscious,
censorious, ‘uneducated’ and introverted to enable it to cope ,_
with the newer concerns pouring in upon the trade union
movement (music, racism, the women’s movement, unem.ploy-
ment etc.) and inadequate to its recently acquired universality
as ‘a second parliament’.

“WE SHALLNEVER WORK OH SEAS OF FIRE”
RIMBAUD
YOP’s: SOCIAL AND. LIFE SKILLS AND JOKE/JOB
CREATION

The TUC has not as it did in the 30’s turned its back on
the unemployed, opening for example centres and organizing
marches. NUPE (National Union of Public Employees) has
made efforts to recruit the-young unemployed on government
YOP (Youth Opportunities Programmes), schemes stoking up
the fire only to throw water on it.. At around the time of the
riots young people were brought out in ineffectual strikes in _
the North East and North West‘ while those who played with
matches eventually found the light. ‘

Through the mediation of Further Education Colleges,
many unemployed teenagers pass through YOP courses
designed to teach the euphemism of ‘social and life skills’
(S LS). These courses represent a clear break with school and if
anything points to the failure of schools to provide the ‘right
attitudes’ to work. In an interview given to the NATFHE
Journal (National Association of Teachers in Further and
Higher Education) June/July ’80, Frank Ward, Head of
General Studies at South Shields Marine and Technical College
said . . . ‘we tried to create an atmosphererthat was patently
not school — while maintaining some of the constraints of the
normal working situation’.

The rapid extension of YOP/SLS courses provides the most
blatant example of the intrusion of behaviourist principles (so  
in favour with the real owners of capital) into education the
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UK has seen. Unsurprisingly it is unaccompanied by fanfares
to Eysenck and Skinner because debate for or against is
conceived as belonging to the remote and authorized world of
the university which FE (Further Education) colleges more
responsive to the whims of the bosses regard as only for the
‘clever’.

The basis of this philosphy which in the confines of FE
Colleges must pass for incontrovertible realism can be summed
up in a nutshell: the Bosses are always right. Even so learning
how to kiss arse is done with flair a'hd subtlety which disguises
the crude authoritarianism at work.

‘The curriculum is constantly changing and each group of
youngsters chooses its own topics over and above the core.
Teaching methods are non traditional; the teachers say they
never use the word ‘teach’!!! ll! In particular students are
encouraged to criticize each other, video taping for instance
mockjobs (or joke) interviews which are then played back to
the whole class. The communication skills workshops which
includes the video equipment contains, if the truth be told,
the hardware of detection through which the all-seeing eye of
the Boss is able to monitor conduct by winning the early
collaboration of future employees.

At the South Shields College, the Staff dealing with the
SLS part of the YOP programme come from a variety of
backgrounds including youth and social work, careers
councilling and industry. Unlike colleges in the South East
their class of origin tends to be more exclusively working
class. Proud at having landed a teachingjob in an FE College,
tutors especially in the North may, every so often, look up to
a regular ‘Times’ reader as an earthly divinity. But that close-
ness with the youth they teach born of different levels of
feelings of inferiority has its limitations. lt has been found
necessary to lift adults with requisite skills out of the dole
queues and appoint them as group leaders in YOP schemes.
They then become a key figure in the Government’s wage
cutting operation. Because they understand enough of what
life is on the dole, shared experiences are used as a leaven to
ram home the Government’s intentions. (“Group leaders have.
been recruited from the unemployment register, and this
practise has brought in men and women who understand and
sympathize with the young people, and ca.n talk to them in
their own language” op cit).

Is everyone as really as happy as Sam on the Social and Life
Skills course at the South Shields Marine and Technical
College?

THE UNEMPLOYED PROFESSIONAL
Unemployment especially in Britain is unevenly hitting

sections of society brought up to think such things could never
happen to them. With the Official Receiver working overtime,
the skids under whole tiers of middle management, droves of
skilled workers out of work and the numbers of graduates
looking for non existent professional employment at an all
time high, things are looking up for that great leveller, the
dole. To counteract this tendency the MSC (Manpower
Services Commission — a post OPEC State sponsored
unemployment body) tries its unlevelling best to drive a wedge
between the mass of the unskilled and semi-skilled and the
numbers of unemployed professional and skilled workers.
Hence for some the dole gin-trap is carefully sprung, staggering
over a period of time the shock of proletarianization.

Failing to find permanent employment in their particular
field, professionals are given a chance to branch out. Thanks
(no thanks!) to the MSC there are a growing number of short
term contractualjobs on offer which in one way or another
involve overseeing unemployed youth especially in the
performing ‘arts’ (ugh), sport, archeological digs etc.
“Appropriate qualifications” are not waived so much as bent
and when applying for these jobs being unemployed is a
stipulated condition. The unemployed pro can only hold out
against these inducements for so long before he or she is
unceremoniously picked up by the scruff of the neck and
whisked through the deskilling process. This far from pleasant
but necessary experience generally takes place behind closed
doors in the presence of a URO (Unemployment Review
Officer) at the local SS Office. Once this happens the
unemployed pro can expect henceforth to be continually
harassed by the State because their claim to special
consideration hasjust been brusquely torn up.

The MSC looks to unemployed professionals to provide a
lead in other ways. In 1980 a pamphlet commissioned by the
MSC from the National Council of Voluntary Service appeared.
The pamphlet entitled ‘Work and the Community’ looked as
though it might be in praise of idleness but a second glance
showed this to be totally untrue. Banishing the stigma of
unemployment for ever, the report argued, was long overdue
but chronic unemployment is no excuse for not sharing
“Beveridge’s view of the evil of unwanted idleness”.

The report’s distinction “between the term ‘unemployment’
and ‘work’ ” is really a cryptic way of saying unemployment
benefit should be earned. Through the optic of this
perspective, Beveridge’s cold as charity distinction (and it is
not by chance that Beveridge’s name — the architect of the
post war Welfare State — crops up) between deserving and
undeserving poor is used to prejudge the unemployed. To
qualify, in so many words, for ‘deserving status’ the
unemployed must, the report hints, be willing to do voluntary
unpaid labour.

The report has something other in mind than giving the
front door a lick of paint. It means to lay hands on the free
labour of the unemployed for “neighbourhood services co-
operatives, community producer and consumer co-operatives
and other community originated work and employment
activities” as a substitute for cuts in “social services”. The only
trouble being “in inner city areas -— a tradition of voluntary
effort is often absent”. It is just possible that at this sticking
point the unemployed professional can be relied on to fill the
gap, providing an example for others to follow. l '

The report became the basis for the MSC Community
Enterprize programme set up in April ’8l to deal with the
numbers of long term unemployed nearing half a million.
Now under Tebbit the programme is being dragged kicking
and screaming into realizing its philosophy of unpaid
community work. Why protest so much? Tebbit is after all
only sticking closely to the letter of the report.

The ex-professional can with some effort become other.
They are in any case, depending on the length of time un-
employed, shoved in this direction by the State. Under these
conditions an ethic of public service cannot linger on
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TUC’s ‘moral policeman’ of ’76-’7B) supplanting what on the
continent would pass for the equally bourgeois ‘general
interest’ had served as the antidote to class struggle. Different
‘interest groups’, i.e. contending classes, were encouraged not
to act selfishly but tothink ofothers inste,a,d_. This difficult
balancing act appealing more to feelings ‘of right "and wrong
than mystified calculations on the continental model was
master-minded by the joint Labour Government/TUC Chief of
Staffs with the latter playing the role of supreme commander.

Then along came the ‘Winter of Discontent’. The TUC tight
rope snapped. The ethics of public service including ambulance
staffs and gravediggers were henceforth no guarantee against
mass strike action. The various unions involved were unable to
disown the strikers for fear of the consequences but knowing
as a result Labour would lose the election.

But then under Thatcher a strange thing happened. The
trade unions took up theplea-bargaining puppy-begging
approach so recently overthrown. It meant in the short term
deferring to Thatcher but in the long term it was a defence
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Before being reprieved in 1975 the Shelton Steelworks in
Stoke on Trent had been threatened with the chop for four
years. During this time a career minded local theatre
director bullshitter, Peter Cheesrnan of the Victoria theatre
in Stoke, the General Manger of the plant and members of
the action committee got together to save the plant.
Cheesrnan is seen here taping interviews for a local docu-
mentary on the plant called ‘Fight for Shelton Bar’ which
was duly staged before TV cameras-and the chair man of
BSC, Sir Monty Finnisto_n. The one person in other words
that really counted in this ‘living theatre’ of dupedsteel
workers.

’ In the play, workers blast furnaces and local manage-
ment were stuck together as if with superglue and all past
battles belong to war-time not to class struggle. The '
difference between what the theatre director said in
justification and what the general manager said can be just
about tucked under a finger nail: ‘Above all Shelton Bar is
its people, a deep rooted, living and richly successful human
community. That is one of the reasons it makes a profit. ’
(Peter Cheesman theatre director) —e ‘The occasion
produces the man. it is a great lesson if you can engender
team spirit and loyalty to the job in hand, and these men
(ie action co mmittee) can be incredibly good at grass roots
level. In many respects they made the job of management
easier. Our aims were exactly similiar. ’ (Derek Field General
Manager) E
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against their members’ real interests; a preparation for the day
they will be called on to police a re-edition of the ‘social
contract’. Appearing to shame the nation’s conscience is good
practice for when they have to try and put the workers to
shame. ,

This ethical universalism tailored to fit the TUC corresponds
to an advanced degree of integration in the State only
temporarily held up by Thatcher and her cro’nies. However it
also arises from the growing importance of white collar
workers as opposed to the declining importance, relatively
speaking, of industrial workers in the TUC make-up.

Following the mainly industrial revolt of the early ’70s
recruitment of white collar grades including low ranking
bureaucrats gained in leaps and bounds greatly changing the
TUC public image. The main unions involved (the GMWU,
ASTMS, the civil service unions) turned to account the
reputedly more comprehensive views of bureaucrats/white
collar strata eclipsing the narrow sectionalism of industrial
workers. i

Hegel in his theory of the State had placed great store by
low ranking bureaucrats, believing every citizen could become
an official: as long as this lasted the bond between State and
society was secure. So was the panlogical Idea enshrined in the
State. There are an infinitely greater number of low grade civil
servants and the like around today than in Hegel’s time and
mechanisation and humdrum routine has destroyed its former
status. But equally they are under pressure to set a progressive
‘intelligent’ example proving there are still plenty of ‘frills’
attached to the job. They are both the hammer and the anvil.
The trade union movement has capitalised on this split
personality (cultural pretensions included) to extend its sphere
of operations.

Formerly it had been in the interests of both unions and
management to ferment a reactionary willingly-put-upon self .
reliance amongst industrial workers in particular. As a heroic
myth, ascribing supernatural powers to labour, it had merged
up to a point the identity of worker and capitalist around
sacrificial slogans like ‘Britain’s bread hangs be’ Lancashire’s
thread’. As an outlook it was too trade conscious,
censorious, ‘uneducated’ and introverted to enable it to cope ,_
with the newer concerns pouring in upon the trade union
movement (music, racism, the women’s movement, unem.ploy-
ment etc.) and inadequate to its recently acquired universality
as ‘a second parliament’.

“WE SHALLNEVER WORK OH SEAS OF FIRE”
RIMBAUD
YOP’s: SOCIAL AND. LIFE SKILLS AND JOKE/JOB
CREATION

The TUC has not as it did in the 30’s turned its back on
the unemployed, opening for example centres and organizing
marches. NUPE (National Union of Public Employees) has
made efforts to recruit the-young unemployed on government
YOP (Youth Opportunities Programmes), schemes stoking up
the fire only to throw water on it.. At around the time of the
riots young people were brought out in ineffectual strikes in _
the North East and North West‘ while those who played with
matches eventually found the light. ‘

Through the mediation of Further Education Colleges,
many unemployed teenagers pass through YOP courses
designed to teach the euphemism of ‘social and life skills’
(S LS). These courses represent a clear break with school and if
anything points to the failure of schools to provide the ‘right
attitudes’ to work. In an interview given to the NATFHE
Journal (National Association of Teachers in Further and
Higher Education) June/July ’80, Frank Ward, Head of
General Studies at South Shields Marine and Technical College
said . . . ‘we tried to create an atmosphererthat was patently
not school — while maintaining some of the constraints of the
normal working situation’.

The rapid extension of YOP/SLS courses provides the most
blatant example of the intrusion of behaviourist principles (so  
in favour with the real owners of capital) into education the
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UK has seen. Unsurprisingly it is unaccompanied by fanfares
to Eysenck and Skinner because debate for or against is
conceived as belonging to the remote and authorized world of
the university which FE (Further Education) colleges more
responsive to the whims of the bosses regard as only for the
‘clever’.

The basis of this philosphy which in the confines of FE
Colleges must pass for incontrovertible realism can be summed
up in a nutshell: the Bosses are always right. Even so learning
how to kiss arse is done with flair a'hd subtlety which disguises
the crude authoritarianism at work.

‘The curriculum is constantly changing and each group of
youngsters chooses its own topics over and above the core.
Teaching methods are non traditional; the teachers say they
never use the word ‘teach’!!! ll! In particular students are
encouraged to criticize each other, video taping for instance
mockjobs (or joke) interviews which are then played back to
the whole class. The communication skills workshops which
includes the video equipment contains, if the truth be told,
the hardware of detection through which the all-seeing eye of
the Boss is able to monitor conduct by winning the early
collaboration of future employees.

At the South Shields College, the Staff dealing with the
SLS part of the YOP programme come from a variety of
backgrounds including youth and social work, careers
councilling and industry. Unlike colleges in the South East
their class of origin tends to be more exclusively working
class. Proud at having landed a teachingjob in an FE College,
tutors especially in the North may, every so often, look up to
a regular ‘Times’ reader as an earthly divinity. But that close-
ness with the youth they teach born of different levels of
feelings of inferiority has its limitations. lt has been found
necessary to lift adults with requisite skills out of the dole
queues and appoint them as group leaders in YOP schemes.
They then become a key figure in the Government’s wage
cutting operation. Because they understand enough of what
life is on the dole, shared experiences are used as a leaven to
ram home the Government’s intentions. (“Group leaders have.
been recruited from the unemployment register, and this
practise has brought in men and women who understand and
sympathize with the young people, and ca.n talk to them in
their own language” op cit).

Is everyone as really as happy as Sam on the Social and Life
Skills course at the South Shields Marine and Technical
College?

THE UNEMPLOYED PROFESSIONAL
Unemployment especially in Britain is unevenly hitting

sections of society brought up to think such things could never
happen to them. With the Official Receiver working overtime,
the skids under whole tiers of middle management, droves of
skilled workers out of work and the numbers of graduates
looking for non existent professional employment at an all
time high, things are looking up for that great leveller, the
dole. To counteract this tendency the MSC (Manpower
Services Commission — a post OPEC State sponsored
unemployment body) tries its unlevelling best to drive a wedge
between the mass of the unskilled and semi-skilled and the
numbers of unemployed professional and skilled workers.
Hence for some the dole gin-trap is carefully sprung, staggering
over a period of time the shock of proletarianization.

Failing to find permanent employment in their particular
field, professionals are given a chance to branch out. Thanks
(no thanks!) to the MSC there are a growing number of short
term contractualjobs on offer which in one way or another
involve overseeing unemployed youth especially in the
performing ‘arts’ (ugh), sport, archeological digs etc.
“Appropriate qualifications” are not waived so much as bent
and when applying for these jobs being unemployed is a
stipulated condition. The unemployed pro can only hold out
against these inducements for so long before he or she is
unceremoniously picked up by the scruff of the neck and
whisked through the deskilling process. This far from pleasant
but necessary experience generally takes place behind closed
doors in the presence of a URO (Unemployment Review
Officer) at the local SS Office. Once this happens the
unemployed pro can expect henceforth to be continually
harassed by the State because their claim to special
consideration hasjust been brusquely torn up.

The MSC looks to unemployed professionals to provide a
lead in other ways. In 1980 a pamphlet commissioned by the
MSC from the National Council of Voluntary Service appeared.
The pamphlet entitled ‘Work and the Community’ looked as
though it might be in praise of idleness but a second glance
showed this to be totally untrue. Banishing the stigma of
unemployment for ever, the report argued, was long overdue
but chronic unemployment is no excuse for not sharing
“Beveridge’s view of the evil of unwanted idleness”.

The report’s distinction “between the term ‘unemployment’
and ‘work’ ” is really a cryptic way of saying unemployment
benefit should be earned. Through the optic of this
perspective, Beveridge’s cold as charity distinction (and it is
not by chance that Beveridge’s name — the architect of the
post war Welfare State — crops up) between deserving and
undeserving poor is used to prejudge the unemployed. To
qualify, in so many words, for ‘deserving status’ the
unemployed must, the report hints, be willing to do voluntary
unpaid labour.

The report has something other in mind than giving the
front door a lick of paint. It means to lay hands on the free
labour of the unemployed for “neighbourhood services co-
operatives, community producer and consumer co-operatives
and other community originated work and employment
activities” as a substitute for cuts in “social services”. The only
trouble being “in inner city areas -— a tradition of voluntary
effort is often absent”. It is just possible that at this sticking
point the unemployed professional can be relied on to fill the
gap, providing an example for others to follow. l '

The report became the basis for the MSC Community
Enterprize programme set up in April ’8l to deal with the
numbers of long term unemployed nearing half a million.
Now under Tebbit the programme is being dragged kicking
and screaming into realizing its philosophy of unpaid
community work. Why protest so much? Tebbit is after all
only sticking closely to the letter of the report.

The ex-professional can with some effort become other.
They are in any case, depending on the length of time un-
employed, shoved in this direction by the State. Under these
conditions an ethic of public service cannot linger on
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indefinitely. Providing he or she remains on negative ground
the ex-professional is well placed without being able to pull
any punches, to expose and clarify the pernicious games of
capital and the State. l

QUIET FLOWS THE TYNE?
Some of the most comprehensive YOP innovations started

life on Tyneside. It was one of the first areas to introduce ‘2l
hour benefits’ enabling unemployed youths to attend up to 21
hours of FE (Further Education) without forfeiting their
social security. The quantity of experiment particularly to self
interested empire builders connected with the unemployment
industry savours amid the theatrical plenitude, of human
fulfilment. The area has for Jack Grassby, trade union
NATFHE Liaison Secretary at South M and T College ‘learned
to use unemployment creatively’ (! !) But a more disillusioned
and accurate view was expressed by the MSC’s Regional
Representative for Special Programmes. When asked what was
the point of an extensive programme when so many kids
will only wind up back on the dole, he answered that, at
the least, it prevents violence on the streets.

The YOP strikes in the Tyneside and Consett region
experienced during the summer of ’8l helped defuse an anger
that could have been as intense as Liverpool. The extensive
YOP programmes must have had some impact on minimizing
the rioting in the region. In fact the blanket YOP schemes _
pioneered by these seemingly impregnable Godfather-like
Labour Party citadels where every unemployed school leaver
even in 1980 was within six weeks ‘offered’ a place on a YOP
course, must now appear as a prototype that the Thatcher
government, in response to the riots, applied to the rest of the
country. Even the newspapers were frank enough to admit
that unemployed school leavers would now be ‘under
considerable pressure’ to take up YOP places by
Unemployment Review Officers. The same could have been
said of Tyneside which anticipated under the auspices of the
Labour Party dominated local State, the national trend by at
least 1 ‘/2 years.
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-. . . These secretaries employed by GEC have nothing to smile
about. At £25pw and £3lpw respectively this apology for a
wage is only fractionallyibetter than YOP or the Dole.'. l. K

51.

JOB TRAINING IN THE 80’s: THE SORCERER’S
APPRENTICE

The Tebbit Plan is another example of knock kneed foot
dragging centralization thrust upon a Government caught
unawares by the summer riots. Looked at from a distance,
Government strategies form a schizoid mixture of subservience
to dogma followed by hesitant backsliding, rescue operations
requiring more State centralization, not less. When Tebbit
announced that l6 Industrial Training Boards were to be
abolished he was placing the responsibility for industrial ,
training more firmly in the lap of industry. At the same time
he has created the space for the MSC (Manpower Services
Commission) to assume responsibility for apprenticeships
when he guaranteed from September 1983 a year’s training
to all school leavers who fail to find a job.

It is timed when fully operational to just about suit an
incoming Labour or SDP/Tory Party Coalition Government .
This is good news for us because all parties will have a hell of a
job attempting to convince the masses of unemployed school
leavers that the cheap labour ‘abuses’ will stop. When YOP
schemes were few in number it was possible for the MSC and
especially the trade unions to clamp down on firms with
‘suspect teenage employment schemes’ which used ‘trainees’
as cheap labour substitutes for older workers whilst claiming
MSC subsidies.

Monitoring went against the grain of Government policy
but once the schemes were extended following the summer
riots, the unions openly relinquished responsibility for
monitoring the schemes while continuing to prominently sit
on the MSC board. Now that YOP is to be replaced by a
desultory, generalized ‘training package’ which looks set to
continue the ‘misuses’ of YOP programmes, the unions will be
placed squarely in the firing line. ‘Misuse’: it’s such a nice
neutral term chosen carefully by MSC and trade union
apologists to hide the horrible truth. In the 12 months to June
1980 5 school leavers were killed on job training schemes,
25 had limbs or fingers amputated (Government cuts?) while a
further 2,000 were victims of industrial injuries. Most were not
entitled to compensation because they had, out of ignorance,
disregarded safety regulations. And not one of them received a
penny in sickness benefit!

On present calculations the training part of the Tebbit plan
covers some 3 months with the rest of the time taken up with
‘work experience”(sic) on employers premises. Even bearing in
mind the large scale deskilling sweeping through industry, it is
not even a speeded-up apprenticeship so much as at best a
preparation for an apprenticeship. Really it is a mass exercise
to slash wages primarily, but by no means exclusively, in
unskilled occupations. School leavers are to be paid the measly
sum of £16 per week - a drop of £7 from the £23 received on
YOP schemes. It is also considerably less than the dole and
Tebbit’s plan intends withdrawing the right to supplementary
benefit from school leavers who refuse ‘training’ schemes. The
tender hearted Economist finds “these are actually two of
the best features of the scheme (making) youths less expensive
to employ"( l 9th/25th December ’8 1). Tebbit’s White Paper
‘A New Training Initiative: Programme for Action” is bluntly
open about wanting to “bring about a change in attitude of .
young people to the value of training and acceptance of
relatively lower wages for trainees”. This may appear to be
directed solely at bringing down apprentices’ wages, the
highest in Europe, but its real purpose is to help bring down
the general level of wages. This scheme, like Thatcher’s series
of unemployment measures hastily got up in response to the
riots, really comprise at one remove a very drastic statutory
incomes policy from a Government pledged to keep the law

r out of wage bargaining.
Because these apologies for training schemes are being

applied to the mass of school leavers it seems fireworks will
shortly be used to back up verbal resistance to this super
exploitation. Hopefully it will this time involve more directly

‘the employed working class. It will mean vaulting a few
hurdles because the pressure of gully-low paid youths
performing work or even attempting to perform work
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normally reserved for much higher paid adult workers acts as a
barrier to unity.

say this.  
Taking a more overall view of the situation, these

_Just what the Government ordered, only this time the unions -developments within the TUC are linked to the growing
because of their participation in the MSC, have been
manoeuvred into overseeing the process. How unfortunate.
About to lose a lot of control over entry to particular trades
they must try and placate the fears of time serving workers
while preserving the two tier wage structure neatly dividing
teenagers from adult workers.

An unenviable position and one which will strain to the
limits trade union jiggery pokery. They must be looking back
nostalgically to the good old days when at the slightest sign of
danger they had the option of withdrawing into their tortoise-
like carapace.

The Tebbit Plan, unlike the earlier Finniston Report on
lndustry*, was not conceived as an answer to skill shortages
which afflicts British capitalism even with massive unemploy-
ment. The Institute of Mechanical Engineers in August ’8l on
anecdotal evidence (just how primitive can UK Inc get?) found
that skill shortages were developing in its sector. At the same
time 68,000 jobs in mechanical engineering were hanging by a
thread supported by a short time working compensation
scheme. Rather than attempt to rectify this situation in the
interests of capitalist regeneration, Tebbit’s plan represents
a continuation of the good old fashioned principal ‘the devil
finds work for idle hands’.

What the hands shouldbe doing in relation to the training
needs of capital was never really at issue. No one pointed to
the riotous apprentices in Zurich and Berlin. All the
hullabaloo in Parliament following the riots about lack of
training was more a requiem on the failures of social .
engineering to keep the young off the streets than a belated
fanfare to capitalist techno cracy.

GRAY POWER AND YELLOW UNIONS
If the young have to be kept off the streets, the old have to

be encouraged to die.
The growing number of elderly people living on pensions

has also begun to attract the TUC’s attention. It might look as
if the unions are lending their industrial muscle to help the
aged wring more benefits from the State. But the real motive
lies elsewhere. In the past few years pensioners have started to
flex their own muscles evolving informal self-help schemes
which could easily tip over into using more aggressive tactics
against e.g. the worm eaten bully boys from the Gas and
Electricity boards who can condemn pensioners to death by
shutting off supplies of heat. By demanding greater allowances
from the government, the TUC is pre-empting moves in this
direction which might easily have unforseeable consequences
like the refusal to pay and the local Derby and Joan club with
exploding pension books.

As the TUC extends its range, it starts to infringe on areas
traditionally dealt with by voluntary organizations. TUC
demands are beginning to sound like appeals on behalf of
charities choosing to sting the conscience rather than threaten
force. At the same time newer organizations relying a lot on
volunteers (‘Task Force’ etc) refer constantly to ‘workers
organizations’ (sic). In the not-so-distant past most voluntary
organizations would have preferred to break their teeth than

* Footnote: The Finniston Report was more or less suppressed by the
Thatcher Government because among other things it was an implicit
challenge to the notion that the British worker johnny is bone idle and
responsible consequently for the “crisis of profitability”. Finniston
-with the interest of industrial capitalism at hmrt, placed the emphasis
on much greater investment —_getti_.ng Government and Banks to stake
:a lot more in UK Inc, - stepping up training to hi-tech sectors and
re-evaluating the class status of engineers in the UK, where, like in
France, they would be classed alongside managerial functions. It
showed in other words that Britain does not reflect the requirements
of modern day industrial capitalism and that it was about time it did so
because “real economic decline now stares Britain in the face”.
Although Finniston’s arguments are those of an intelligent technocrat
a failure to update Britain, will also undoubtedly be a factor in
precipitating a revolutionary crisis one that has already well
transcended the perspective of a technocratic State capitalism.

unproductive sector of the proletariat whose wages, pensions,
dole money are exchanged against revenue. A majority of the
‘working’ class now resides outside of productive industry
~vvhich is "why unions cannot continue to act in a negligent
fashion. Left to themselves these sectors are too dangerous as
the inspiring example of the riots demonstratel

AFTER RIOTS BLUES . . . PRESSURE . . .
PRESSURE . . . PRESSURE . . . PRESSURE

Finally what happened to the kids after the July days? A
change has been noticed by a number of people. There
definitely are more teenage nutcases to be seen wandering the
the streets wild eyed, brows furrowed perhaps performing
some mysterious handmine or just talking gibberish.

Sure, they were there before but the sound and fury and
expectation left many more looking all washed-up. Hopefully
not for long. Conditions generally are just too bad for cynical
careerism and a killing nihilism to even temporarily app ear to
get the upper hand. Anyone who lived through ’68 and the
decade or so of reflux afterwards knows how deadly that can
be driving the more sincere to despair and suicide.

But the signs meanwhile are good.
The brief experience of solidarity has survived defeat. ,

The influence of events like these is incalculable. They never
are over and done with just like that. Two unemployed
teenagers — Sean and Raffy, topped themselves in Widnes on
the banks of the Mersey. Condemned on telly as hooligans by
their ex-headmaster they were avenged by their mates who
torched part of the Head’s shitty school. .

Some youths are individually taking it upon themselves to
avenge others. There is something pitiful and sorely troubled
about these incidents which in other respects bring to mind
the filial reprisals of 19th century anarchists. A youth was
given 8 years detention at Her Majesty’s Pleasure after
attempting to shoot her with blanks during the trooping of the
colour. Several weeks later a youth was picked up outside the
gates of Buck Palace with a ‘loaded’ airgun. Both had given
ample warnings of their intentions and it subsequently proved
difficult to unravel class consciousness from crackbrained cries
for help as details of their ‘case histories’ emerged.
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Photos like this appear continually in the press to empathize
the working class popularity of legislation to curb flying/
second picketing. Odds on bets the lorry driver seen here
attempting to black jack a miners picket in the early 70’s
was himself an unpaid administration of supplies determin-
ing what moved and what didn’t during the lorry drivers
strike in the ‘Winter ofDisconten t’.
 



indefinitely. Providing he or she remains on negative ground
the ex-professional is well placed without being able to pull
any punches, to expose and clarify the pernicious games of
capital and the State. l

QUIET FLOWS THE TYNE?
Some of the most comprehensive YOP innovations started

life on Tyneside. It was one of the first areas to introduce ‘2l
hour benefits’ enabling unemployed youths to attend up to 21
hours of FE (Further Education) without forfeiting their
social security. The quantity of experiment particularly to self
interested empire builders connected with the unemployment
industry savours amid the theatrical plenitude, of human
fulfilment. The area has for Jack Grassby, trade union
NATFHE Liaison Secretary at South M and T College ‘learned
to use unemployment creatively’ (! !) But a more disillusioned
and accurate view was expressed by the MSC’s Regional
Representative for Special Programmes. When asked what was
the point of an extensive programme when so many kids
will only wind up back on the dole, he answered that, at
the least, it prevents violence on the streets.

The YOP strikes in the Tyneside and Consett region
experienced during the summer of ’8l helped defuse an anger
that could have been as intense as Liverpool. The extensive
YOP programmes must have had some impact on minimizing
the rioting in the region. In fact the blanket YOP schemes _
pioneered by these seemingly impregnable Godfather-like
Labour Party citadels where every unemployed school leaver
even in 1980 was within six weeks ‘offered’ a place on a YOP
course, must now appear as a prototype that the Thatcher
government, in response to the riots, applied to the rest of the
country. Even the newspapers were frank enough to admit
that unemployed school leavers would now be ‘under
considerable pressure’ to take up YOP places by
Unemployment Review Officers. The same could have been
said of Tyneside which anticipated under the auspices of the
Labour Party dominated local State, the national trend by at
least 1 ‘/2 years.
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51.

JOB TRAINING IN THE 80’s: THE SORCERER’S
APPRENTICE

The Tebbit Plan is another example of knock kneed foot
dragging centralization thrust upon a Government caught
unawares by the summer riots. Looked at from a distance,
Government strategies form a schizoid mixture of subservience
to dogma followed by hesitant backsliding, rescue operations
requiring more State centralization, not less. When Tebbit
announced that l6 Industrial Training Boards were to be
abolished he was placing the responsibility for industrial ,
training more firmly in the lap of industry. At the same time
he has created the space for the MSC (Manpower Services
Commission) to assume responsibility for apprenticeships
when he guaranteed from September 1983 a year’s training
to all school leavers who fail to find a job.

It is timed when fully operational to just about suit an
incoming Labour or SDP/Tory Party Coalition Government .
This is good news for us because all parties will have a hell of a
job attempting to convince the masses of unemployed school
leavers that the cheap labour ‘abuses’ will stop. When YOP
schemes were few in number it was possible for the MSC and
especially the trade unions to clamp down on firms with
‘suspect teenage employment schemes’ which used ‘trainees’
as cheap labour substitutes for older workers whilst claiming
MSC subsidies.

Monitoring went against the grain of Government policy
but once the schemes were extended following the summer
riots, the unions openly relinquished responsibility for
monitoring the schemes while continuing to prominently sit
on the MSC board. Now that YOP is to be replaced by a
desultory, generalized ‘training package’ which looks set to
continue the ‘misuses’ of YOP programmes, the unions will be
placed squarely in the firing line. ‘Misuse’: it’s such a nice
neutral term chosen carefully by MSC and trade union
apologists to hide the horrible truth. In the 12 months to June
1980 5 school leavers were killed on job training schemes,
25 had limbs or fingers amputated (Government cuts?) while a
further 2,000 were victims of industrial injuries. Most were not
entitled to compensation because they had, out of ignorance,
disregarded safety regulations. And not one of them received a
penny in sickness benefit!

On present calculations the training part of the Tebbit plan
covers some 3 months with the rest of the time taken up with
‘work experience”(sic) on employers premises. Even bearing in
mind the large scale deskilling sweeping through industry, it is
not even a speeded-up apprenticeship so much as at best a
preparation for an apprenticeship. Really it is a mass exercise
to slash wages primarily, but by no means exclusively, in
unskilled occupations. School leavers are to be paid the measly
sum of £16 per week - a drop of £7 from the £23 received on
YOP schemes. It is also considerably less than the dole and
Tebbit’s plan intends withdrawing the right to supplementary
benefit from school leavers who refuse ‘training’ schemes. The
tender hearted Economist finds “these are actually two of
the best features of the scheme (making) youths less expensive
to employ"( l 9th/25th December ’8 1). Tebbit’s White Paper
‘A New Training Initiative: Programme for Action” is bluntly
open about wanting to “bring about a change in attitude of .
young people to the value of training and acceptance of
relatively lower wages for trainees”. This may appear to be
directed solely at bringing down apprentices’ wages, the
highest in Europe, but its real purpose is to help bring down
the general level of wages. This scheme, like Thatcher’s series
of unemployment measures hastily got up in response to the
riots, really comprise at one remove a very drastic statutory
incomes policy from a Government pledged to keep the law

r out of wage bargaining.
Because these apologies for training schemes are being

applied to the mass of school leavers it seems fireworks will
shortly be used to back up verbal resistance to this super
exploitation. Hopefully it will this time involve more directly

‘the employed working class. It will mean vaulting a few
hurdles because the pressure of gully-low paid youths
performing work or even attempting to perform work
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normally reserved for much higher paid adult workers acts as a
barrier to unity.

say this.  
Taking a more overall view of the situation, these

_Just what the Government ordered, only this time the unions -developments within the TUC are linked to the growing
because of their participation in the MSC, have been
manoeuvred into overseeing the process. How unfortunate.
About to lose a lot of control over entry to particular trades
they must try and placate the fears of time serving workers
while preserving the two tier wage structure neatly dividing
teenagers from adult workers.

An unenviable position and one which will strain to the
limits trade union jiggery pokery. They must be looking back
nostalgically to the good old days when at the slightest sign of
danger they had the option of withdrawing into their tortoise-
like carapace.

The Tebbit Plan, unlike the earlier Finniston Report on
lndustry*, was not conceived as an answer to skill shortages
which afflicts British capitalism even with massive unemploy-
ment. The Institute of Mechanical Engineers in August ’8l on
anecdotal evidence (just how primitive can UK Inc get?) found
that skill shortages were developing in its sector. At the same
time 68,000 jobs in mechanical engineering were hanging by a
thread supported by a short time working compensation
scheme. Rather than attempt to rectify this situation in the
interests of capitalist regeneration, Tebbit’s plan represents
a continuation of the good old fashioned principal ‘the devil
finds work for idle hands’.

What the hands shouldbe doing in relation to the training
needs of capital was never really at issue. No one pointed to
the riotous apprentices in Zurich and Berlin. All the
hullabaloo in Parliament following the riots about lack of
training was more a requiem on the failures of social .
engineering to keep the young off the streets than a belated
fanfare to capitalist techno cracy.

GRAY POWER AND YELLOW UNIONS
If the young have to be kept off the streets, the old have to

be encouraged to die.
The growing number of elderly people living on pensions

has also begun to attract the TUC’s attention. It might look as
if the unions are lending their industrial muscle to help the
aged wring more benefits from the State. But the real motive
lies elsewhere. In the past few years pensioners have started to
flex their own muscles evolving informal self-help schemes
which could easily tip over into using more aggressive tactics
against e.g. the worm eaten bully boys from the Gas and
Electricity boards who can condemn pensioners to death by
shutting off supplies of heat. By demanding greater allowances
from the government, the TUC is pre-empting moves in this
direction which might easily have unforseeable consequences
like the refusal to pay and the local Derby and Joan club with
exploding pension books.

As the TUC extends its range, it starts to infringe on areas
traditionally dealt with by voluntary organizations. TUC
demands are beginning to sound like appeals on behalf of
charities choosing to sting the conscience rather than threaten
force. At the same time newer organizations relying a lot on
volunteers (‘Task Force’ etc) refer constantly to ‘workers
organizations’ (sic). In the not-so-distant past most voluntary
organizations would have preferred to break their teeth than

* Footnote: The Finniston Report was more or less suppressed by the
Thatcher Government because among other things it was an implicit
challenge to the notion that the British worker johnny is bone idle and
responsible consequently for the “crisis of profitability”. Finniston
-with the interest of industrial capitalism at hmrt, placed the emphasis
on much greater investment —_getti_.ng Government and Banks to stake
:a lot more in UK Inc, - stepping up training to hi-tech sectors and
re-evaluating the class status of engineers in the UK, where, like in
France, they would be classed alongside managerial functions. It
showed in other words that Britain does not reflect the requirements
of modern day industrial capitalism and that it was about time it did so
because “real economic decline now stares Britain in the face”.
Although Finniston’s arguments are those of an intelligent technocrat
a failure to update Britain, will also undoubtedly be a factor in
precipitating a revolutionary crisis one that has already well
transcended the perspective of a technocratic State capitalism.

unproductive sector of the proletariat whose wages, pensions,
dole money are exchanged against revenue. A majority of the
‘working’ class now resides outside of productive industry
~vvhich is "why unions cannot continue to act in a negligent
fashion. Left to themselves these sectors are too dangerous as
the inspiring example of the riots demonstratel

AFTER RIOTS BLUES . . . PRESSURE . . .
PRESSURE . . . PRESSURE . . . PRESSURE

Finally what happened to the kids after the July days? A
change has been noticed by a number of people. There
definitely are more teenage nutcases to be seen wandering the
the streets wild eyed, brows furrowed perhaps performing
some mysterious handmine or just talking gibberish.

Sure, they were there before but the sound and fury and
expectation left many more looking all washed-up. Hopefully
not for long. Conditions generally are just too bad for cynical
careerism and a killing nihilism to even temporarily app ear to
get the upper hand. Anyone who lived through ’68 and the
decade or so of reflux afterwards knows how deadly that can
be driving the more sincere to despair and suicide.

But the signs meanwhile are good.
The brief experience of solidarity has survived defeat. ,

The influence of events like these is incalculable. They never
are over and done with just like that. Two unemployed
teenagers — Sean and Raffy, topped themselves in Widnes on
the banks of the Mersey. Condemned on telly as hooligans by
their ex-headmaster they were avenged by their mates who
torched part of the Head’s shitty school. .

Some youths are individually taking it upon themselves to
avenge others. There is something pitiful and sorely troubled
about these incidents which in other respects bring to mind
the filial reprisals of 19th century anarchists. A youth was
given 8 years detention at Her Majesty’s Pleasure after
attempting to shoot her with blanks during the trooping of the
colour. Several weeks later a youth was picked up outside the
gates of Buck Palace with a ‘loaded’ airgun. Both had given
ample warnings of their intentions and it subsequently proved
difficult to unravel class consciousness from crackbrained cries
for help as details of their ‘case histories’ emerged.
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Photos like this appear continually in the press to empathize
the working class popularity of legislation to curb flying/
second picketing. Odds on bets the lorry driver seen here
attempting to black jack a miners picket in the early 70’s
was himself an unpaid administration of supplies determin-
ing what moved and what didn’t during the lorry drivers
strike in the ‘Winter ofDisconten t’.
 



F.

Bollocks To Theory?
How worried should we be about the absence of theory in

Britain? It is doubtful if any other country has advanced so
close to the brink without ever affirming a need for theory.
Nor is it easy to say why this should retard a proletarian
movement which is in all other respects so advanced. Yet this
uneasy feeling something is not quite as it should be just won’t
go away.

As it turned out the rioters were more served by ‘instinct’
than reason. Like the Italian insurgents of ’77 they gave as
never before short shrift to the ‘left’. Unlike the Italians, they
seemed unable to go beyond very angry though near sighted
denunciations of manipulative practises. No real effort was
ever made to generalize the struggle but mo st everyone,
particularly in Liverpool, in a quite casual easy-going way, was
free to join in. Deeds substituted for choruses of “class unity”.

Altogether there was a near total absence of graffiti.
Nowhere on the smoke blackened gable ends could graffiti
be found remotely approaching the penetrating, retrospective
yet highly topical refrains of the Italian spring, (“Let’s retake
life”, “rest assured I shall not suicide, Italy 77”, and “we are
realizing culture suppressing it” etc). There wasn’t much either
in the way of flyers and agitational broadsheets.’ The best -
pamphlet to appear in England was “A second blast of the
trumpet against the capitalist nightmare”. In France a similar .1
uprising would have produced a deluge of leaflets —r nevermind
the near inevitability of wall-to-wall graffiti. In spite of a
much changed situation a direct line of descent from May ’68
would be instantly apparent to most people there.

In Britain natio n-wide unheavals glance only fleetingly
across the oceans and national frontiers. Localized fury never
aspires, even if in name only, to a genuine internationalism.
Yet home grown class struggle in the UK attracts a lot of
attention elsewhere. The wave of strikes that engulfed the UK ’
between 1970/74 were commented on the world over but the
UK proletariat remained indifferent to the impact abroad. In
1981 a few weeks after the July days placards were fixed to
the backs of lorries in Berlin proclaiming “Manchester,
Liverpool, London, Berlin”, while graffiti appeared on walls in
Spain demanding a Toxteth and Brixton there. And one of the
best leaflets to come out on the UK explosion was produced in
New York under the name of “Barbarians for Socialism”. It is
highly insulting to say the UK proletariat cannot see farther
than the end of its nose, yet the quality of comment coming
from outside Britain continues to mount up putting to shame
most theoretical efforts to get to grips with class struggle here.

A troubling, maybe far fetched image sometimes flickers
across the mind’s eye. The UK in the not-so-distant future has
been turned upside down from one end to the other. Young,
old, black and white, employed and unemployed have by
stages become involved yet not even a muted call for its
international extension can be heard above the din of multi-
coloured little Englanders.

Naval watching in the UK is however very distinct from US
isolationism. Historically both have been ill at ease with the
Pax Britannica and Pax Americana electing to let the rest of
the world go to hell if needs be. However in Britain, it has
traditionally taken root as much amongst the centre/left as the
outside right (the left Labour Party MP Dennis Skinner prides
himself in the age of mass travel on not possessing a passport).
And it is not in the main aggressively racirahst like some
extreme isolationist movements in America which tend to fear
New York and Washington more than they do the world
outside. Hence immigrants softened up by exposure to this
condescending but sympathetic ear attuned to their plight, are
more likely in turn to be vulnerable to the narrowing influence
of left wing little Englanders.

Once upona time it might generally have been supposed
God was an Englishman but not one speck of this pompous
self esteem has brushed off on proletarians living in the UK
who dares attempt a searching analysis of class struggle in the

UK or elsewhere. An utter lack of confidence in these matters
easily tips over into a do-nothing paralysis born of inferiority.
Which is a shame but before branding it as cowardice we need
to know why.

Part of the trouble arises from popularly held
misconceptions which automatically confuses theory with
academia and paid-up intellectuals. Because the latter have
such a high standing in Britain, higher even than businessmen
in the pseudo-bourgeois scale of value so typical of the UK,
they tend to be bracketed (and rightly too) alongside ‘them’.
Now ‘them’ has a special inflection in Britain. It implies a sort
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STRANGER THAN FICTION I
Hours before the 3 days rioting in Derby word had gone out
a library was to be the center of attack. Over the last year or
so libraries all over the UK have been invaded as unemploy-
ment shot over 3 million. The generally snotty nosed staff
are determined to prevent libraries being turned into
informal community centers where the unemployed can
gather. Tending to treat everyone who uses the library as
unemployed their superiority and condescension knows
knows no bounds arousing the hostility of every library
user. It’s a bit like the arguments for community policing
all over again. Rather than risk a Toxteth of the bookshelves
libraries for instance in Gateshead on Tyne, are becoming
part of the institutionalized strategy for the management
of the unemployed. Punk groups for example are allowed
to perform on the premises during opening hours. Meanwhile
a local library in Gateshead is popularly known as ‘Colditz’.
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of archetypal snobbery against which the opposite, equally
exaggerated extreme is alone safe from contamination. The
trouble is all theorizing is consequently suspect though this
onesided reaction hasn’t seriously handicapped the proletariat
yet. But it could well do so in the future and prizing theory
away from past attempts to pull the wool might save lives and
prevent disaster.

At the moment to'step beyond a quite narrowly
demarcated territory criss crossed with razor sharp but
fragmentary observations, defiant witticisms and knockabout
fun is to risk exclusion. Gentle ridicule and less frequently a
mockery bordering on plain viciousness clouds any attempt
at revolutionary theory which is only allowed to go so far
before it trails off into embarrassed silence. Britain’s immobile
but also moving class-in-itself social apartheid oscillating from
one moment to the next between self reliance and lack of
confidence hingers on this increasingly precarious balance. But
for the time being there’s simply no getting away from it: in
comparison to France, Spain, Portugal and Italy, the UK is
theoretically underdeveloped though it remains on the
practical plain quite extraordinarily rich. It is also true that
here and there workers in the UK are becoming theoreticians
and excellent ones at that. Let’s hope that tendency gets
bigger and wider until theory in action becomes an
unstoppable force.

The most hectic periods of class struggle always leaves time
for reflection but it is far from immediately obvious that
lessons have been learnt in the UK. But learnt they must be
otherwise class struggle in the absence of any mechanistic
providence may not keep to such an unswerving course for
much longer. There is for example not one instance of a
genuinely collective theoretical creation that can stand
comparison with the assembly statutes of the Barcelona i
dockers in their strike of 80/81. And because it was an
assembly, others from outside (including foreigners) were
given the right to speak and enter. (There have, in parenthesis,
recently beenjoint assemblies of the employed and
unemployed in Spain). What finally emerged was a
revolutionary tract subsuming trade demarcations (the basis
of trade unionism) with the wider realities of class. In the UK
the only comp arable examples were the occupations of
Plessey’s in South West Scotland and the Fisher Bendix
factory in Liverpool in ’72. Following the example of Plessey’s,
the workers of Fisher Bendix created an open assembly (“our
struggle is your struggle”) where wives, children, brothers,
sisters, aunts, uncles, dogs, cats and lovers could come along
and have their say. But it also remained something of a
Liverpool family affair and it is doubtful if for example
foreigners disseminating revolutionary material and opinions
would have been made all that welcome. Still Liverpool has
repeatedly defied all expectation.

When comparing the riots in the UK with those in Berlin
parallel deficiencies are again apparent in a shared movement
whose centre lies outside the point of production. In the
aforementioned riot in Berlin, loud speaker vans reeling off the
names and other business interests of real estate speculators
(including incidentally, the German trade unions) could be
heard urging demonstrators from one swank apartment to the
next. The apartments were systematically being stoned. In the
UK, this extra dimension of clarity was sadly missing. The
riots in Britain were, to be sure,more exclusively proletarian
than those in Berlin and far more deadly, But after having
made due allowance an antipathy to all theory did seem to
cramp horizons. i

It cannot be said too often: Britain and the rest of the
English speaking world desperately needs to set up a radical
publishing venture}. The need is especially urgent
in'Britain considering how close the country is to a gigantic
explosion, or, catastrophe if things don’t turn out right.

If the employed working class doesn’t in the near future
respond in a revolutionary manner, a death’s head psychosis
could lie in wait on every street corner. If fresh headway is not
continually being made the floodtide of rioting could get

their own passive toleration of the circulation of commodities
and the State is just as much to blame. There are no eternal
truths that make the success of the social revolution certain in
advance. The goal of an everyday life liberated from capitalism
has to be fought for at every stage. Lack of clarity could mean
“the common ruin of the contending classes” (Marx). And
that today amounts to trillions bending down and kissing their
ass goodbye forever.

‘WE ARE WITNESSING THE SPECTACULAR
REARMING OF OUR GREAT ENEMY, THE
STATE, SOMETHING THE WORLD’S RU LING
CLASSES DO WHEN THEY WANT TO GIVE AN
APPEARANCE OF SO LIDITY TO THE
DECOMPOSITION OF ITS FOUNDATIONS.”
(poster on gaoled Spanish Libertarians, I981) .
No amount of window dressing — and there wasn’t much of
that — can alter the fact that the State in the UK is now
making long term preparations for an insurrection. There has
recently been two disturbing developments related to the
growing power of the para-military. The first consists in
offering to young employed from inner cities the chance to
get in some army experience. The second involves a revival of
the Home Guard (called now the Home Service Force) to
guard key installations such as telephone exchanges, electricity
transformers, oil pipelines etc, ‘against Russian wartime
saboteurs’! In short, using the threat of a 3rd world war
fomented by the super-powers as a front to put down
indigenous insurrection. The army stresses it is not really
loo.king for teenagers (no doubt they are too unreliable)
preferring ideally to take on ex-servicemen and ex-coppers.
Defence officials emphasised there was absolutely no intention
of calling out the new Home Guard to cope with ‘civil
disturbances’ but it would be the height of stupidity to think
otherwise.

The lessons of the riots have begun to unevenly sink in all
quarters. The State, quick off the mark, is making preparations
for its defence well in advance of a potential proletarian
onslaught. The proletariat has to take note of this and
anticipate some of the problems in advance. Poland has been
a testing ground for some of these problems and a clear
warning you can fuck around with the system just for so long.
Out comes the big stick eventually. The Polish telephone
operators for instance, were caught napping by the coup. So
the telephone communication system was easily immobilised.
by the military. Have telephone operators in the UK thought
what the consequences might be if telephone exchanges are
ringed by armed thugs‘? Unable to make physical contact with
the outside they will be exposed to the most frightening forms
of intimidation from ‘their’ armed guards.

Lastly the advertised holiday with the army for the young
jobless marks a turning point in the Armed Forces’ involvement
with unemployed youth. Ever since the Boy Scouts, the army
has settled for making its influence felt in an off duty capacity
The volunteer recruits won’t (for the moment at any rate)
receive weapons training but they will be subject to army
discipline and salutes and more likely therefore to respond
positively to an army takeover if it should ever come to pass.
It is too early to say what sort of youth is likely to be attracted
to this cut price offer. But it could well appeal to repressed,
still tentative authoritarian undertones in some of today’s
youth sub-cultures

‘MALVINAS PARA LOS PINGUINOS’ .
‘VICTORY TO THE SHEEP’ (anti war slogans)

In the exceptionally severe winter of 1886 unemployed
building workers and others rioted in central London. Engels
condemned the ‘opportunism’ of William Morris and sundry

dammed up and start to flow in the Other way. And iftl1iS =who saw in these unemployed battles “the first skirmish of
ihappens it’s no use the workers blaming the bourgeoisie when the revolution”. They were, according to Engels, the work
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F.

Bollocks To Theory?
How worried should we be about the absence of theory in

Britain? It is doubtful if any other country has advanced so
close to the brink without ever affirming a need for theory.
Nor is it easy to say why this should retard a proletarian
movement which is in all other respects so advanced. Yet this
uneasy feeling something is not quite as it should be just won’t
go away.

As it turned out the rioters were more served by ‘instinct’
than reason. Like the Italian insurgents of ’77 they gave as
never before short shrift to the ‘left’. Unlike the Italians, they
seemed unable to go beyond very angry though near sighted
denunciations of manipulative practises. No real effort was
ever made to generalize the struggle but mo st everyone,
particularly in Liverpool, in a quite casual easy-going way, was
free to join in. Deeds substituted for choruses of “class unity”.

Altogether there was a near total absence of graffiti.
Nowhere on the smoke blackened gable ends could graffiti
be found remotely approaching the penetrating, retrospective
yet highly topical refrains of the Italian spring, (“Let’s retake
life”, “rest assured I shall not suicide, Italy 77”, and “we are
realizing culture suppressing it” etc). There wasn’t much either
in the way of flyers and agitational broadsheets.’ The best -
pamphlet to appear in England was “A second blast of the
trumpet against the capitalist nightmare”. In France a similar .1
uprising would have produced a deluge of leaflets —r nevermind
the near inevitability of wall-to-wall graffiti. In spite of a
much changed situation a direct line of descent from May ’68
would be instantly apparent to most people there.

In Britain natio n-wide unheavals glance only fleetingly
across the oceans and national frontiers. Localized fury never
aspires, even if in name only, to a genuine internationalism.
Yet home grown class struggle in the UK attracts a lot of
attention elsewhere. The wave of strikes that engulfed the UK ’
between 1970/74 were commented on the world over but the
UK proletariat remained indifferent to the impact abroad. In
1981 a few weeks after the July days placards were fixed to
the backs of lorries in Berlin proclaiming “Manchester,
Liverpool, London, Berlin”, while graffiti appeared on walls in
Spain demanding a Toxteth and Brixton there. And one of the
best leaflets to come out on the UK explosion was produced in
New York under the name of “Barbarians for Socialism”. It is
highly insulting to say the UK proletariat cannot see farther
than the end of its nose, yet the quality of comment coming
from outside Britain continues to mount up putting to shame
most theoretical efforts to get to grips with class struggle here.

A troubling, maybe far fetched image sometimes flickers
across the mind’s eye. The UK in the not-so-distant future has
been turned upside down from one end to the other. Young,
old, black and white, employed and unemployed have by
stages become involved yet not even a muted call for its
international extension can be heard above the din of multi-
coloured little Englanders.

Naval watching in the UK is however very distinct from US
isolationism. Historically both have been ill at ease with the
Pax Britannica and Pax Americana electing to let the rest of
the world go to hell if needs be. However in Britain, it has
traditionally taken root as much amongst the centre/left as the
outside right (the left Labour Party MP Dennis Skinner prides
himself in the age of mass travel on not possessing a passport).
And it is not in the main aggressively racirahst like some
extreme isolationist movements in America which tend to fear
New York and Washington more than they do the world
outside. Hence immigrants softened up by exposure to this
condescending but sympathetic ear attuned to their plight, are
more likely in turn to be vulnerable to the narrowing influence
of left wing little Englanders.

Once upona time it might generally have been supposed
God was an Englishman but not one speck of this pompous
self esteem has brushed off on proletarians living in the UK
who dares attempt a searching analysis of class struggle in the

UK or elsewhere. An utter lack of confidence in these matters
easily tips over into a do-nothing paralysis born of inferiority.
Which is a shame but before branding it as cowardice we need
to know why.

Part of the trouble arises from popularly held
misconceptions which automatically confuses theory with
academia and paid-up intellectuals. Because the latter have
such a high standing in Britain, higher even than businessmen
in the pseudo-bourgeois scale of value so typical of the UK,
they tend to be bracketed (and rightly too) alongside ‘them’.
Now ‘them’ has a special inflection in Britain. It implies a sort
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STRANGER THAN FICTION I
Hours before the 3 days rioting in Derby word had gone out
a library was to be the center of attack. Over the last year or
so libraries all over the UK have been invaded as unemploy-
ment shot over 3 million. The generally snotty nosed staff
are determined to prevent libraries being turned into
informal community centers where the unemployed can
gather. Tending to treat everyone who uses the library as
unemployed their superiority and condescension knows
knows no bounds arousing the hostility of every library
user. It’s a bit like the arguments for community policing
all over again. Rather than risk a Toxteth of the bookshelves
libraries for instance in Gateshead on Tyne, are becoming
part of the institutionalized strategy for the management
of the unemployed. Punk groups for example are allowed
to perform on the premises during opening hours. Meanwhile
a local library in Gateshead is popularly known as ‘Colditz’.
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of archetypal snobbery against which the opposite, equally
exaggerated extreme is alone safe from contamination. The
trouble is all theorizing is consequently suspect though this
onesided reaction hasn’t seriously handicapped the proletariat
yet. But it could well do so in the future and prizing theory
away from past attempts to pull the wool might save lives and
prevent disaster.

At the moment to'step beyond a quite narrowly
demarcated territory criss crossed with razor sharp but
fragmentary observations, defiant witticisms and knockabout
fun is to risk exclusion. Gentle ridicule and less frequently a
mockery bordering on plain viciousness clouds any attempt
at revolutionary theory which is only allowed to go so far
before it trails off into embarrassed silence. Britain’s immobile
but also moving class-in-itself social apartheid oscillating from
one moment to the next between self reliance and lack of
confidence hingers on this increasingly precarious balance. But
for the time being there’s simply no getting away from it: in
comparison to France, Spain, Portugal and Italy, the UK is
theoretically underdeveloped though it remains on the
practical plain quite extraordinarily rich. It is also true that
here and there workers in the UK are becoming theoreticians
and excellent ones at that. Let’s hope that tendency gets
bigger and wider until theory in action becomes an
unstoppable force.

The most hectic periods of class struggle always leaves time
for reflection but it is far from immediately obvious that
lessons have been learnt in the UK. But learnt they must be
otherwise class struggle in the absence of any mechanistic
providence may not keep to such an unswerving course for
much longer. There is for example not one instance of a
genuinely collective theoretical creation that can stand
comparison with the assembly statutes of the Barcelona i
dockers in their strike of 80/81. And because it was an
assembly, others from outside (including foreigners) were
given the right to speak and enter. (There have, in parenthesis,
recently beenjoint assemblies of the employed and
unemployed in Spain). What finally emerged was a
revolutionary tract subsuming trade demarcations (the basis
of trade unionism) with the wider realities of class. In the UK
the only comp arable examples were the occupations of
Plessey’s in South West Scotland and the Fisher Bendix
factory in Liverpool in ’72. Following the example of Plessey’s,
the workers of Fisher Bendix created an open assembly (“our
struggle is your struggle”) where wives, children, brothers,
sisters, aunts, uncles, dogs, cats and lovers could come along
and have their say. But it also remained something of a
Liverpool family affair and it is doubtful if for example
foreigners disseminating revolutionary material and opinions
would have been made all that welcome. Still Liverpool has
repeatedly defied all expectation.

When comparing the riots in the UK with those in Berlin
parallel deficiencies are again apparent in a shared movement
whose centre lies outside the point of production. In the
aforementioned riot in Berlin, loud speaker vans reeling off the
names and other business interests of real estate speculators
(including incidentally, the German trade unions) could be
heard urging demonstrators from one swank apartment to the
next. The apartments were systematically being stoned. In the
UK, this extra dimension of clarity was sadly missing. The
riots in Britain were, to be sure,more exclusively proletarian
than those in Berlin and far more deadly, But after having
made due allowance an antipathy to all theory did seem to
cramp horizons. i

It cannot be said too often: Britain and the rest of the
English speaking world desperately needs to set up a radical
publishing venture}. The need is especially urgent
in'Britain considering how close the country is to a gigantic
explosion, or, catastrophe if things don’t turn out right.

If the employed working class doesn’t in the near future
respond in a revolutionary manner, a death’s head psychosis
could lie in wait on every street corner. If fresh headway is not
continually being made the floodtide of rioting could get

their own passive toleration of the circulation of commodities
and the State is just as much to blame. There are no eternal
truths that make the success of the social revolution certain in
advance. The goal of an everyday life liberated from capitalism
has to be fought for at every stage. Lack of clarity could mean
“the common ruin of the contending classes” (Marx). And
that today amounts to trillions bending down and kissing their
ass goodbye forever.

‘WE ARE WITNESSING THE SPECTACULAR
REARMING OF OUR GREAT ENEMY, THE
STATE, SOMETHING THE WORLD’S RU LING
CLASSES DO WHEN THEY WANT TO GIVE AN
APPEARANCE OF SO LIDITY TO THE
DECOMPOSITION OF ITS FOUNDATIONS.”
(poster on gaoled Spanish Libertarians, I981) .
No amount of window dressing — and there wasn’t much of
that — can alter the fact that the State in the UK is now
making long term preparations for an insurrection. There has
recently been two disturbing developments related to the
growing power of the para-military. The first consists in
offering to young employed from inner cities the chance to
get in some army experience. The second involves a revival of
the Home Guard (called now the Home Service Force) to
guard key installations such as telephone exchanges, electricity
transformers, oil pipelines etc, ‘against Russian wartime
saboteurs’! In short, using the threat of a 3rd world war
fomented by the super-powers as a front to put down
indigenous insurrection. The army stresses it is not really
loo.king for teenagers (no doubt they are too unreliable)
preferring ideally to take on ex-servicemen and ex-coppers.
Defence officials emphasised there was absolutely no intention
of calling out the new Home Guard to cope with ‘civil
disturbances’ but it would be the height of stupidity to think
otherwise.

The lessons of the riots have begun to unevenly sink in all
quarters. The State, quick off the mark, is making preparations
for its defence well in advance of a potential proletarian
onslaught. The proletariat has to take note of this and
anticipate some of the problems in advance. Poland has been
a testing ground for some of these problems and a clear
warning you can fuck around with the system just for so long.
Out comes the big stick eventually. The Polish telephone
operators for instance, were caught napping by the coup. So
the telephone communication system was easily immobilised.
by the military. Have telephone operators in the UK thought
what the consequences might be if telephone exchanges are
ringed by armed thugs‘? Unable to make physical contact with
the outside they will be exposed to the most frightening forms
of intimidation from ‘their’ armed guards.

Lastly the advertised holiday with the army for the young
jobless marks a turning point in the Armed Forces’ involvement
with unemployed youth. Ever since the Boy Scouts, the army
has settled for making its influence felt in an off duty capacity
The volunteer recruits won’t (for the moment at any rate)
receive weapons training but they will be subject to army
discipline and salutes and more likely therefore to respond
positively to an army takeover if it should ever come to pass.
It is too early to say what sort of youth is likely to be attracted
to this cut price offer. But it could well appeal to repressed,
still tentative authoritarian undertones in some of today’s
youth sub-cultures

‘MALVINAS PARA LOS PINGUINOS’ .
‘VICTORY TO THE SHEEP’ (anti war slogans)

In the exceptionally severe winter of 1886 unemployed
building workers and others rioted in central London. Engels
condemned the ‘opportunism’ of William Morris and sundry

dammed up and start to flow in the Other way. And iftl1iS =who saw in these unemployed battles “the first skirmish of
ihappens it’s no use the workers blaming the bourgeoisie when the revolution”. They were, according to Engels, the work
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of desperate riff-raff on “the borderland between the working
class and lumpenproletariat — ready for any ‘lark’ up to a
wild riot ti propos de rien”. Drifting back into the East End
the unemployed numbering some 20,000 rattled off a chorus
or two of Rule Brittania. I

This other seaborne ‘national anthem’ has once again been
heard wishing the fleet well as it sailed for the Falklands/
Malvinas or rather the Penguin Isles. On a London bus a
graffiti read ‘Skinheads fight for your country, go to the
Falkland s’ and the number of applicants applying to the _
naval recruiting office in High Holborn zoomed up. When
asked on a radioprogramme if these included unemployed
skool leavers, a spokesman with a kilo of plums in his mouth
answered “We are not a recruiting office for unemployables.”

This cold water reply sets limits to the hot blooded
nationalism of the phantom spray can writer. Together they
reflect the potency and limitations of this ad hoc response to
the conflict in the S.Atlantic which the State has _used to the
utmost, tapping both popular imperial residues and the legacy
of anti fascism deriving from World War II. Set beside other
,memories retrieved from the historical deeps, Maggie Thatcher
on the even of the Mark No 1 Task Force setting sail
opportunely quoted Queen Victoria. “Failure? The possibility
does not exist.” However against memories of Drake and
other expeditionary forces sent to sort out some corner of a
far flung empire, were mingled allusions to the Dover Patrol
of the second World War and an anti fascist resistance. '

Behind the irrelevant and anachronistic facade of territorial
imperialism or righteous anti fascism, the hidden purpose of
the war is to disorientate the proletariat. Never at any timein
the past has the fleet so explicitly put to sea to prevent the
proletariat from setting sail in its own drunken boat. To the
aft of the unexpected show of strength mounted by the Task
Force lies the fear of riots, strikes and a dissident youth whose
aggressive energy needs to be nailed with official blessing to
the mast of a hooligan patriotism.-The unrelenting media
swamp operation has drowned any mention (until June) of
three days of heavy rioting in Liverpool, and has only partially
succeeded in jamming the tro.uble in the health service, the
support striking miners have already given nurses, and the
promise of more aid to come from steel workers and water
workers. A national dock strike was narrowly averted and
massive trouble on the railways threatens. Apart from the
hospitals these struggles are~not about higher pay, raising
questions of class solidarity, unemployment and the erosion
of working conditions (e.g. the Wandsworth refuse collectors
strike against competitive tendering).

Counteracting the drift to class unity is the British Bulldog
divisiveness created by the S. Atlantic war. Suddenly racial,
regional] national differences have taken on an importance
once more. Military success has mesmerised many a skinhead.
A year ago they ached to trash rich suburbs and were putting
out feelers to young blacks who look on the Penguin Isles
as just another piece of land. Irish proletarians who over the
last few years have never made a big thing out of being Irish,
lowered their voices, wary lest anyone think them unpatriotic
and northerners became somewhat ‘suspect’ as ‘socialist’ by
the ‘loyalist’ south. All this old divide and rule crap has reared
its head again but now without any substance to sustain it
for any length of time.

The war in the South Atlantic had from the British
Government’s point of view to be sold as a just war. This is
the key tothe anti fascist rhetoric, referencesto D-Day
landings, the longest Day, Poland’1939 etc. But the real
effect of this propaganda will be felt in Latin America, not
in the UK. At a stroke Thatcher ruined the US/Argentinian
axis. As the former US Assistant Secretary of State William
Rogers said: “We face the erosion if not-the dismantlement
of the entire inter-American system.” Thatcher however is
supremely unaware that she might actually be fomenting
revolution in Latin America. Formerly, British expeditionary
forces were often as not despatched to put down popular
rebellion. Now it is the reverse: success for the British
military means fanning the flames of social revolution
abroad. .

as  

‘Lacking a world view of likely causes and effects, the
business in the South Atlantic is a parochial throw of the
dice. It has in the UK been a spectator’s war, conveying an
impression of effortless conquest meant to overawe the
proletariat and restore the confidence of the British nation
State accustomed to falling flat on its face. This was the
pearl behind the successful storming of the penguins massed
on South Georgia and the ludicrous despatch sent out by
the Commander of the Fleet to Queen Liz. The only
concession to anti fascist sentiment -— excepting the
rhetoric - has been the capture and bringing back of Capitano
Alfredo Astiz, the notorious Argentinian torturer. All in all
there are built-in limitations to the manipulation of the
anti fascist heritage in the UK which the State seems to
recognise by not making much of. A tradition of armed
guerrilla resistance to an indigenous fascist regime lending
itself to manipuation by Secret Services through acts of
terrorism is lacking. This rules out any slavish imitation of
the I talian-style ‘strategy of tension’ though the British State
has not been averse to using terrorism when it saw fit. The
British State has to extemporise ever anew, unable to hit on
the right formula for containment. Penguin Islands were a gift
horse alright, but how much more mileage can be got out or
these remote islands? Interest wanes with victory and mass
attention 1S beamed oack from the South Atlantic to the
social war within.

lnsistent prodding shall keep alive the memory of these
events. Threats, real or imagined, of a renewed invasion and
bombing raids are going to mean the garrisoning of British
troops the islands for some corwiderable time to come.
A flotilla of boats iarg a:.1-;.i a iiioely to be kept on the
ready in the South .Atiantic. Cuts in naval expenditure shall
be temporarily postponed and the rundown of naval
dockyards in Chatham and Portsmouth (scenes of rioting
in "81) leading to the loss of 40,000 jobs deferred for a while.
One third of the navy, prior to the conflict, was due to be
scrapped and some 40 of the jolly jack tars who put to sea
were clutching redundancy papers. 1000 professional soldiers
were also, due to be laid off. No future but signing on the
rock ’n roll.

The navy was however going to bear the brunt of the cuts.
Naval high commands threatened with imminent eclipse
(minus subs) are staking their survival on this nostalgic

I’.

‘Senior Service fag packet Armada silhouetted against
wggtefjng guns more evocative of World Wlar I tlhan thlee
nuclearf missile age. The rebiiildlflg Of tile 95(l:31ih1PS= Ormous
maintenance of an 8,000 mile Supply 111'“? an _H be en _,d for
cost of the war nearing two b1111011 Pounds W1 _ e_pa1
out of increased taxation and a further reduction in the
social wage as money available for health care is snapped HP
by the armed forces. This is bound eventually to exacerbate
still more the social crises which just goes to show what a
one-off adventure this has been. In the not so distant past,
jingoism and gun boat diplomacy had to be paid for with
increased welfare expenditure and domestic reform - the
reverse of wh_at is happening now.

The subversive process within has gone too far and bread
and water phrases like ‘peace with honour’ will do httle to
set back for any length of time the beginnings of a revolu-
tionary unity and totality, the like of which the British
proletariat has never experienced before. P

The summer riots of ’8l were the foretaste of the future
for us. One day sooner or later the roof is going to blow off
the UK. Faced with an assertion like this most people in
pubs, streets, supermarkets or at work tend to nod their
heads. The old phlegmatic reassurances that “it can t happen
here” has finally gone ~- let it be forever.

Wolfie Smith
Speed
Tucker and June
(1982)
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When will King Coal and the old King Cole burin merrily
together?
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of desperate riff-raff on “the borderland between the working
class and lumpenproletariat — ready for any ‘lark’ up to a
wild riot ti propos de rien”. Drifting back into the East End
the unemployed numbering some 20,000 rattled off a chorus
or two of Rule Brittania. I

This other seaborne ‘national anthem’ has once again been
heard wishing the fleet well as it sailed for the Falklands/
Malvinas or rather the Penguin Isles. On a London bus a
graffiti read ‘Skinheads fight for your country, go to the
Falkland s’ and the number of applicants applying to the _
naval recruiting office in High Holborn zoomed up. When
asked on a radioprogramme if these included unemployed
skool leavers, a spokesman with a kilo of plums in his mouth
answered “We are not a recruiting office for unemployables.”

This cold water reply sets limits to the hot blooded
nationalism of the phantom spray can writer. Together they
reflect the potency and limitations of this ad hoc response to
the conflict in the S.Atlantic which the State has _used to the
utmost, tapping both popular imperial residues and the legacy
of anti fascism deriving from World War II. Set beside other
,memories retrieved from the historical deeps, Maggie Thatcher
on the even of the Mark No 1 Task Force setting sail
opportunely quoted Queen Victoria. “Failure? The possibility
does not exist.” However against memories of Drake and
other expeditionary forces sent to sort out some corner of a
far flung empire, were mingled allusions to the Dover Patrol
of the second World War and an anti fascist resistance. '

Behind the irrelevant and anachronistic facade of territorial
imperialism or righteous anti fascism, the hidden purpose of
the war is to disorientate the proletariat. Never at any timein
the past has the fleet so explicitly put to sea to prevent the
proletariat from setting sail in its own drunken boat. To the
aft of the unexpected show of strength mounted by the Task
Force lies the fear of riots, strikes and a dissident youth whose
aggressive energy needs to be nailed with official blessing to
the mast of a hooligan patriotism.-The unrelenting media
swamp operation has drowned any mention (until June) of
three days of heavy rioting in Liverpool, and has only partially
succeeded in jamming the tro.uble in the health service, the
support striking miners have already given nurses, and the
promise of more aid to come from steel workers and water
workers. A national dock strike was narrowly averted and
massive trouble on the railways threatens. Apart from the
hospitals these struggles are~not about higher pay, raising
questions of class solidarity, unemployment and the erosion
of working conditions (e.g. the Wandsworth refuse collectors
strike against competitive tendering).

Counteracting the drift to class unity is the British Bulldog
divisiveness created by the S. Atlantic war. Suddenly racial,
regional] national differences have taken on an importance
once more. Military success has mesmerised many a skinhead.
A year ago they ached to trash rich suburbs and were putting
out feelers to young blacks who look on the Penguin Isles
as just another piece of land. Irish proletarians who over the
last few years have never made a big thing out of being Irish,
lowered their voices, wary lest anyone think them unpatriotic
and northerners became somewhat ‘suspect’ as ‘socialist’ by
the ‘loyalist’ south. All this old divide and rule crap has reared
its head again but now without any substance to sustain it
for any length of time.

The war in the South Atlantic had from the British
Government’s point of view to be sold as a just war. This is
the key tothe anti fascist rhetoric, referencesto D-Day
landings, the longest Day, Poland’1939 etc. But the real
effect of this propaganda will be felt in Latin America, not
in the UK. At a stroke Thatcher ruined the US/Argentinian
axis. As the former US Assistant Secretary of State William
Rogers said: “We face the erosion if not-the dismantlement
of the entire inter-American system.” Thatcher however is
supremely unaware that she might actually be fomenting
revolution in Latin America. Formerly, British expeditionary
forces were often as not despatched to put down popular
rebellion. Now it is the reverse: success for the British
military means fanning the flames of social revolution
abroad. .

as  

‘Lacking a world view of likely causes and effects, the
business in the South Atlantic is a parochial throw of the
dice. It has in the UK been a spectator’s war, conveying an
impression of effortless conquest meant to overawe the
proletariat and restore the confidence of the British nation
State accustomed to falling flat on its face. This was the
pearl behind the successful storming of the penguins massed
on South Georgia and the ludicrous despatch sent out by
the Commander of the Fleet to Queen Liz. The only
concession to anti fascist sentiment -— excepting the
rhetoric - has been the capture and bringing back of Capitano
Alfredo Astiz, the notorious Argentinian torturer. All in all
there are built-in limitations to the manipulation of the
anti fascist heritage in the UK which the State seems to
recognise by not making much of. A tradition of armed
guerrilla resistance to an indigenous fascist regime lending
itself to manipuation by Secret Services through acts of
terrorism is lacking. This rules out any slavish imitation of
the I talian-style ‘strategy of tension’ though the British State
has not been averse to using terrorism when it saw fit. The
British State has to extemporise ever anew, unable to hit on
the right formula for containment. Penguin Islands were a gift
horse alright, but how much more mileage can be got out or
these remote islands? Interest wanes with victory and mass
attention 1S beamed oack from the South Atlantic to the
social war within.

lnsistent prodding shall keep alive the memory of these
events. Threats, real or imagined, of a renewed invasion and
bombing raids are going to mean the garrisoning of British
troops the islands for some corwiderable time to come.
A flotilla of boats iarg a:.1-;.i a iiioely to be kept on the
ready in the South .Atiantic. Cuts in naval expenditure shall
be temporarily postponed and the rundown of naval
dockyards in Chatham and Portsmouth (scenes of rioting
in "81) leading to the loss of 40,000 jobs deferred for a while.
One third of the navy, prior to the conflict, was due to be
scrapped and some 40 of the jolly jack tars who put to sea
were clutching redundancy papers. 1000 professional soldiers
were also, due to be laid off. No future but signing on the
rock ’n roll.

The navy was however going to bear the brunt of the cuts.
Naval high commands threatened with imminent eclipse
(minus subs) are staking their survival on this nostalgic

I’.

‘Senior Service fag packet Armada silhouetted against
wggtefjng guns more evocative of World Wlar I tlhan thlee
nuclearf missile age. The rebiiildlflg Of tile 95(l:31ih1PS= Ormous
maintenance of an 8,000 mile Supply 111'“? an _H be en _,d for
cost of the war nearing two b1111011 Pounds W1 _ e_pa1
out of increased taxation and a further reduction in the
social wage as money available for health care is snapped HP
by the armed forces. This is bound eventually to exacerbate
still more the social crises which just goes to show what a
one-off adventure this has been. In the not so distant past,
jingoism and gun boat diplomacy had to be paid for with
increased welfare expenditure and domestic reform - the
reverse of wh_at is happening now.

The subversive process within has gone too far and bread
and water phrases like ‘peace with honour’ will do httle to
set back for any length of time the beginnings of a revolu-
tionary unity and totality, the like of which the British
proletariat has never experienced before. P

The summer riots of ’8l were the foretaste of the future
for us. One day sooner or later the roof is going to blow off
the UK. Faced with an assertion like this most people in
pubs, streets, supermarkets or at work tend to nod their
heads. The old phlegmatic reassurances that “it can t happen
here” has finally gone ~- let it be forever.

Wolfie Smith
Speed
Tucker and June
(1982)
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When will King Coal and the old King Cole burin merrily
together?
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SHEFFIELD DARK SATANIC HIGH RISE N IThough only thirty five miles apart both towns were scenes of riots BI 'lOXTETH
V 4

KNARESBORO’: ENGLANDS DREAMING.
The pciture postcard medieval market town of Knaresboro
‘in its enchanting natural setting’, ‘clothed with deep woods’
(Arthur Mee’s ‘Yorkshire W. Riding’) was one the evening of
July llth ’8l, a picturesque scene of youthful parishioners
running through the pear tree shaded wynds of Main Street
trashing banks, jewellers, off licenses and shouting
‘Brixton, Brixton’.
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Grills and bars for the outside of your premises are inexpensive and can save

E

Name

e

LA

|E %
THOUSANDS of pounds.

Fire extinguishers and alarms also provided

For immediate survey, quotation and fitting contact

 Penregis Ltd.
(01) 251 9178

or complete and post coupon "below to  

ternal Security Department
M PENREGIS LTD.

80 Goswell Road
London, E.C.1
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Address ........ ..

Tel. No ...... ..
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